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Can Sanders win?
By Eric Lee

According to most polls, Ameri-
cans have had enough of Donald
Trump. A majority wants him im-
peached. And most voters say
they will vote against Trump in
November 2020.

Despite those polls, many are ter-
rified that Trump might somehow
win re-election. For them, the can-
didate who deserves our support is
the one most likely to beat him. Lit-
tle else matters.

According to a summary of all re-
cent polls on the RealClearPolitics
website, Trump would lose badly
to any of the top three Democratic
candidates were elections held
today. Biden would beat him, War-
ren would too and so would
Sanders.

And yet according to Democratic
Party “moderates” the party would
be taking a real risk in nominating
the democratic socialist Sanders.

For Democratic voters, this is the
strongest argument against
Sanders. He is unelectable, they
say. We all love Bernie’s ideas, of
course, and in an ideal world we’d
support him, but we need a main-
stream moderate like Joe Biden to
beat Trump.

This, however, is a false choice.
Sanders not only has the best poli-
tics of the leading Democratic can-
didates, but also has the best
chance of defeating Trump. And we
know this for several reasons.

First of all, the polls show that he,
like Biden and Warren, would
trounce Trump in a general elec-
tion. There is no polling advantage
to the “more moderate” candidates
in this respect. The RealClearPolitics
average shows Biden defeating

Trump by 6.7%, while Sanders
would win with 6.5%. (Warren is a
few points behind.)

PRIMARY
To beat Trump, Sanders first has
to become the Democratic nom-
inee. And to do that, he needs to
defeat Biden and Warren – and
here the polls are less encourag-
ing. Many of them show Sanders
in third place, particularly in the
early battleground states.

But those polls have fluctuated
wildly over the last few months,
most notably with the spectacular
rise of Elizabeth Warren and the
slow decline of Biden’s campaign.

In one recent national poll (Emer-
son), Sanders was just two points
behind Biden. In polls like that,
Sanders is within the margin of
error of winning.

Among young voters (between
the ages of 18-29), a recent poll
showed Sanders winning an aston-
ishing 45%. Warren and Biden be-
tween the two of them could barely
muster 29%.

There are also measures other
than polls to estimate the strength
of a campaign. One of those is
fundraising.

In the last quarter, according to
reports that all the candidates are
obligated to file, Sanders raised

$25.3 million in 1.4 million individ-
ual donations. That’s more money
from more individuals than any
other Democratic candidate. As a
result, he has an enormous amount
of money to continue fighting the
campaign right up until next sum-
mer when the Democrats finally
choose their candidate.

Sanders’ fundraising illustrates
an important point about this elec-
tion that we saw in 2016 as well.
There’s an “enthusiasm gap” be-
tween the Sanders campaign and
the others.

When Sanders held a rally last
week in Queens, New York to
showcase the endorsement of

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the au-
dience was in the area of 25,000. No
other Democratic candidate has
had crowds even close to that size.
It reflects the size of Sanders’ sup-
porter base, which is enormous,
part of which he inherited from his
campaign four years ago.

WINNING
So, can he win? The short an-
swer is maybe. He has the
money and the base of support-
ers, many of them young and en-
thusiastic. He is also as strong, if
not stronger, than his Demo-
cratic rivals as a candidate to
face Trump.

But he is up against a field of
well-funded and effective politi-
cians and a largely hostile media,
who seek to portray him as some-
one who cannot win. 

He will win if he can translate
those millions of supporters into
actual votes, first in the early pri-
mary states of Iowa, New Hamp-
shire, South Carolina and Nevada.
Turnout, especially among young
and working class voters, is key.
If Sanders can win one or more

of those states, he has a real
shot at the nomination, and the
presidency.

Sanders
campaign

By Pete Boggs

As far as the foreign powers in-
volved are concerned, the
ceasefire in Northern Syria has
shakily held up for the most part.
For people on the ground, it is a
very different story.

In the talks between Russia and
Turkey last week, Putin agreed to
preside over the withdrawal of the
Syrian Democratic Forces from
Northern Syria, allowing Erdoğan
to establish a Turkish “safe zone”
between Ras al-Ain and Tal Abyad.

This was agreed in Sochi without
any representatives of the Kurdish
forces present, demonstrating
clearly how Russia sees its role in
the region, and the nature of the
“protection” they are providing.
The SDF published a statement

days after the fact reluctantly as-
senting to this withdrawal.

The Turkish state has not ceased
its bloodshed in Northern Syria.
The SDF has reported that Turkish
forces have continued to attack vil-
lages that they were in.

It seems that there has now been
a fatal skirmish between Turkish
troops and Syrian government
troops. On 26 October, the Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights re-
ported that since the formal cease-
fire 46 civilians had been killed,
and over 50 combatants (the major-
ity of them SDF). 

Militias affiliated to the Syrian
National Army (formerly the Free
Syrian Army) have been implicated
in war crimes during Operation
Peace Spring, pillaging, looting,
and carrying out summary execu-
tions, such as of the Kurdish politi-

cian Hevrin Khalaf. In addition to
this, people who have been hit by
Turkish bombing seem to have in-
juries consistent with the use of
chemical weapons.

The deadline for the withdrawal
of the SDF set by Erdoğan is Tues-
day 29 October at 3pm. Over the
coming days the situation will be-
come clearer, but if the current sit-
uation is Turkey restraining itself,
then it seems clear that there is still
more violence to come.

The situation for Syrian refugees
in Turkey has also been miserable,
where the 3.6 million who have fled
war have been a constant stick used
against Erdoğan’s enemies.

Previously he had threatened to
“send” them into Europe if Euro-
pean leaders condemned his inva-
sion. Now they are being sent to the
“safe zone” for resettlement, de-

spite coming from all over Syria.
This operation has been con-
demned as an attempt to reduce the
percentage of ethnic Kurds in the
area.

Amnesty International has docu-
mented at least 20 forcible deporta-
tions, with people being tricked
into signing forms and being put
handcuffed onto buses. Much of
this happened before the invasion,
in the period of preparation before-
hand.

The events of the last few weeks
have created hundreds of thou-
sands more refugees, fleeing the
Turkish bombs and soldiers. In the
future refugee crises will become
worse not better.
If the broader left fails to speak

out for international solidarity
and open borders, then the con-
sequences will be dire.

No “safety” for Kurds in Syria
Workers’ Liberty
week school
By Gerry Bates
As in previous years, Workers’
Liberty will organise a week
school around the Christmas/
New Year holiday time.

The dates will be 2 to 5 January,
and the place will be London. Ex-
actly where in London is yet to be
fixed.

Again as previously, we will
use the time to study and discuss
an important book whose size
and depth daunt many readers
when they try to read it on their
own.

This time, it will be Trotsky’s
History of the Russian Revolution.
The two last week schools, in July
2019 and January 2019, studied
Pierre Broué’s The German Revo-
lution and Marx’s Capital respec-
tively.
Put it in your diary now. 

For details email
awl@workersliberty.org
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Official report damns fracking
By Misha Zubrowski

On 23 October, the National
Audit Office (NAO) has released
a damning report into the future
of fracking in the UK, showing
that even in the terms it has been
justified by, it will fall short.

NAO is an independent Parlia-
mentary body which scrutinises
spending and policy of other gov-
ernment departments and bodies.

Fracking, short for Hydraulic
Fracturing, refers to particular
methods of extracting natural gas. 

High pressure fracking fluid — a
mixture of chemicals dissolved in
water — is pumped through a well
and into rock to fracture it. This is
generally done to shale, and it cre-
ates and widens cracks and fissures
through which natural “shale” gas,
and sometimes petrol, is then
forced out. 

An often associated method, Un-
derground Coal Gasification
(UCG), drills down into coal seams,
often fractures them, and then sets
them on fire. By limiting and con-
trolling the supply of air and steam,
and so oxygen, some methane is
produced; plus hydrogen, carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, and sul-
phite pollutants. Some of this
methane is then captured.

When we need to rapidly be
phasing out fossil fuels, pursuing
inventive ways to extract more is
harmful. And these forms of “ex-
treme energy” extraction are even
worse for global climate change
than conventional gas or petrol ex-
traction.

Fracking and UCG are very en-
ergy intensive processes, meaning
the net CO2 produced per unit fos-
sil energy created is considerably
higher. On top of this, they create
widespread leakage of methane,
and other greenhouse gasses. Kilo-
gram-for-kilogram, over a 20 year
period, methane is 72 times as po-
tent a greenhouse gas as CO2.

Locally, fracking often has bad ef-
fects. As the report shows, there
have been continual, repeated

breaches of the agreed limits on
earth tremors — small scale earth-
quakes — by fracking. It also leads
to pollutants in the air and in the
water table, with serious impact on
the health of local residents.

Local communities and environ-
mental activists, such as Reclaim
the Power, have been fighting at-
tempts to get fracking off the
ground in the UK for the last
decade. Through direct action, pub-
lic outreach, media stunts, and
legal action they have managed to
more-or-less stop it going ahead.

They have often faced harsh state
repression, and corrupt govern-
ment manoeuvring: local authori-

ties effectively being bribed to ac-
cept it, and the government inter-
vening to force it through. Workers’
Liberty activists have been in-
volved and supported these ac-
tions.

NAO’s report recognises strains
on local authorities in fracking
areas, and plummeting public
opinion on fracking, as major prob-
lems with it. The tireless efforts of
environmental activists are largely
responsible for these factors.

In the terms by which fracking is
justified, the report was also damn-
ing. It found no evidence that
prices would be lowered, uncer-
tainty as to whether fracking could

produce gas in meaningful quanti-
ties, and no plans for clean-ups if
fracking firms go bust.

The one argument still made is
that fracking could be important
for “energy security”: for the UK to
be self-sufficient rather than relying
on energy imports. That self-re-
liance is a questionable aim in itself,
but anyway could be achieved en-
tirely through low carbon energy
sources. 

The NAO report found that
“Carbon Capture and Storage”, a
technology floated as a way of
making fracking green, is nowhere
near ready to allow shale gas to be
burnt in a way consistent with its

environmental targets.
Many countries around the

world, including Scotland, have
banned fracking. Labour have
pledged to ban fracking immedi-
ately on getting into government,
and we must hold them to it; and to
large investments in green energy.
Shamefully, GMB union, the union
which represents many workers in
the energy industry, is pro-fracking.
We must continue to argue for

it to oppose fracking, and in-
stead fight for a worker-led tran-
sition including a jobs guarantee,
retraining, and an expansion of
green jobs.

Climate

Species under threat
By Steve Allen

David Attenborough returned to
our screens on Sunday 27 Octo-
ber with his latest documentary
Seven Worlds, One Planet

The series devotes an episode to
each continent and the wildlife they
support. In the introduction, Atten-

borough states that climate change
is the most significant event to af-
fect the planet since continental
drift began 200 million years ago.
Most of the stories relate to how cli-
mate change is affecting the fea-
tured animals.

Episode one focuses on Antarc-
tica, 98% of which is covered in ice
and largely uninhabitable for hu-
mans. We see stunning footage of St
Andrew’s Bay on South Georgia,
home to half a million King pen-
guins. We witness Gentoo pen-

guins take their first plunge into the
icy waters, and albatrosses shelter-
ing their young from bitter storms.

Melting glaciers endanger the
Gentoo penguins, and more violent
storms threaten the albatross
chicks.

Attenborough explains the threat
of rising sea levels and warming of
the oceans. Antarctica is crucial in
maintaining the planet’s equilib-
rium.

Last year’s Blue Planet II is some-
times credited for changing the

public’s attitude to plastic. Perhaps
this new series will encourage more
climate activism, by reminding us
of the wonderful wildlife that could
disappear if we don’t act.

The drift is towards seeing cli-
mate change as a problem that can
be solved by individual lifestyle
changes.

Despite that, there is a nod to-
wards international action. The in-
ternational ban on commercial
whale hunting (signed by all na-
tions except Japan, Iceland and

Norway) is credited for the recov-
ery in whale populations.
The show ends on a positive

note, insisting that catastrophe
can still be prevented if we make
an effort to maintain our pre-
cious ecosystems.

• Seven Worlds, One Planet contin-
ues Sunday 3 November on BBC
One at 6:15pm. Episode one now
available on BBC iPlayer.

TV review
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Interview with an invertebrate

Last week the Antidoto column reported
on the Morning Star coming out clearly in
support of Boris Johnson’s Brexit deal.

Events have also pushed Socialist Worker to
clarify its stance, in fact to show how bad it
is.

For some time now SW’s basic line has
been: “Shout about something else loudly
enough to drown all thoughts about Brexit”.

SW of 22 October, however, explicitly ap-
plauded the victory of the nationalist-minded
big union bureaucracies against the left-wing
rank and file at Labour conference (Brighton,
22-25 September).

It complained that leading Labour MPs’
speeches on 19 October “flew in the face of a
decision by ordinary Labour members [sic] at
their party conference just last month to reject
campaigning for Remain”. (No motion
against Remain was voted through or even
proposed. Conference voted down an explic-
itly pro-Remain motion, but voted for a sec-
ond referendum, which SW rejects as much
as it rejects Remain).

“The Labour Party”, fumed SW, “has taken
a big step towards full support for remaining
in the racist, neoliberal European Union”. As
if racism and neoliberalism come only from
Germany, France, etc., and Boris Johnson’s
Britain will be ok just as long as it builds high
barriers in the channel against such “un-
British” ideas!

Another article in SW named “good rea-
sons” and “bad reasons” to be against John-
son’s deal. It hinted that for SW the “good

reasons” outweigh the “bad”, and on balance
SW is against, but did not say that explicitly.

“The alternative to Johnson’s deal…”, it
said, “is to fight to get the Tories out”.

And then? No very different Brexit deal is
possible now. And SW indicates that the
worst thing, from its point of view, would be
a Labour government agreeing to keep
Britain integrated with Europe.
So, if SW succeeds in getting the Tories

out, basically it will campaign for Labour
to do another Brexit deal, inevitably simi-
lar to Johnson’s?

Alan Gilbert, London

A crass flourish

Letters

By Jim Denham

What to call those Labour MPs who
backed Johnson’s Brexit bill? I tend to the
view that the word “scab” should be re-
stricted to industrial strike-breaking.

“Traitor” should probably be avoided in
the present incendiary political atmosphere.
So how about “invertebrate”? 

We surely shouldn’t expect one such inver-
tebrate receiving an entirely uncritical inter-
view in what claims to be Britain’s only
socialist daily paper.

Yet the Morning Star’s Lamiat Sabin (23
Oct) made Melanie Onn MP seem almost
heroic: “But, where she differs from many of
her parliamentary colleagues, Onn is pre-
pared to put her personal views aside to give
voice to her constituents in the House of
Commons.”

“I intend to vote for it purely in the name
of giving a voice to my constituents, whether
they are Labour voters or not. They gave a
very firm and loud opinion.”

So putting constituents first is the princi-
ple? But look at the list of invertebrates: apart
from Melanie Onn, we have Jon Cruddas,
Lisa Nandy, Ruth Smeeth, Dan Jarvis, and
several others who supported Owen Smith’s
leadership campaign in 2016.

As going for a second referendum was the
central plank of his pitch then, just weeks
after the EU referendum, where was the pre-
cious will of their constituents then?

Melanie Onn has an explanation: time. She
explains to the Morning Star: “We have gone
beyond three years since the referendum.” So
on the stroke of midnight on 23 June 2019, it
became acceptable to vote with the Tories to
enable a regression of historic proportions
and inevitable attacks on protections for
workers, the environment and consumers?

In fairness, the interview was before a gov-
ernment report was leaked to the Financial
Times (26 Oct):

“In a passage that could alarm Labour MPs
who have backed the Brexit bill, the leaked
government document also said the drafting
of workers’ rights and environmental protec-
tion commitments ‘leaves room for interpre-
tation’.

“The paper appears to contradict com-
ments made by Mr Johnson on Wednesday
when he said the UK was committed to ‘the

highest possible standards’ for workers’
rights and environmental standards. The
document said the UK’s and EU’s ‘interpre-
tation of these [level playing field] commit-
ments will be very different’ and that the text
represented a ‘much more open starting
point for future relationship negotiations’.

“It added that London believed that bind-
ing arbitration would be ‘inappropriate’.”

And it may be that like her fellow Labour
invertebrate, Jim Fitzpatrick, Melanie Onn
hadn’t actually got round to reading John-
son’s bill before deciding to support it.

Perhaps sensing that Onn’s grounds for
supporting Johnson’s bill so far seemed a bit
thin, the Morning Star asked: “what examples
she could give of the EU negatively affecting
ordinary people and how she believes Brexit
could change Grimbarians’ [Grimsby peo-
ple’s] lives — and those of people across
Britain who voted to leave the trading bloc —
for the better.

“In echoing the rhetoric of late Labour MP
Tony Benn, accountability of power featured
strongly in her responses…

“Onn cites restrictions on state aid and the
rules on the tendering of public contracts as
two examples of how EU regulations are af-
fecting the lives of precarious workers and
small business owners” — a claim that has

been regularly and comprehensively shown
to be complete rubbish and is fundamentally
undermined by Onn’s next statement: 

“Voting to leave the EU in many respects
was done on an emotional basis. People are
looking around and thinking whether there
was tangible benefit of being in the EU”.

But the truth is that facts, logic, and consis-
tency play no part in any of this. Inverte-
brates like Onn are simply useful idiots for
the CPB’s policy of open support for John-
son’s bill: 

“The Communist Party of Britain urges
MPs to support the swift passage of the new
EU Withdrawal Bill which is due to have its
Second Reading vote later today (October
22).

“’While we have substantial reservations
about aspects of the proposed legislation, the
issue of Britain’s membership needs to be set-
tled so that Labour can go into an imminent
General Election on a bold, radical manifesto
of domestic policies’, Communist Party gen-
eral secretary Robert Griffiths declared’.”
Oh yes, about that Financial Times re-

port on the threat to workers’ rights. At
the time of writing (28 Oct) it hasn’t even
been mentioned in the Morning Star.

Antidoto

Matt Kinsella’s intervention in the Hijab in
schools debate from Solidarity 522
(bit.ly/hjb-23) has some useful information
regarding the 2017 National Secular Soci-
ety report.

But then he undermines his argument with
what I hope is a rhetorical if crass flourish.

To suggest that opponents of a ban on the
Hijab are going to “give a single inch to peo-
ple who think that if an unveiled four-year
old is raped, they had it coming” is mistaken.

The veiling of young children is reac-
tionary, but does Matt believe that the par-
ents of unveiled girls who are attacked are
definitely to blame? This seems like a stretch
that obscures rather than clarifies the lines in
the debate. 

If being an opponent of a Hijab ban makes
me akin to someone who would blame a
child for sexual assault, then I think the de-
bate should be re-grounded in reality.

I support the right to cause offence. I’d like
to think there is a point to this argument be-
yond shock value. But I don’t believe there is.

In David Pendletone’s article in the same
issue he makes the case for providing addi-
tional lessons for children who do not re-
move the hijab. Is a young child refusing to
remove a hijab likely to be refusing of their
own volition?
David rightly puts the charge of respon-

sibility on the parents. But such additional
lessons seem counterproductive for the
child. They after all may well agree, but be
fearful or concerned about the reaction of
their family or members of their commu-
nity who are seeking to pressure children
against a ban.

Stephen Wood, Haringey

Letters
Un-British ideas?

Workers’ Liberty
conference date
As we go to press, it is almost certain
that there will be a general election in
early December, just after the date we’d
set for the annual Workers’ Liberty con-
ference.

Unless some unexpected twist changes
that, we’ll be moving the conference to late
January, so that the conference can assess
the new situation which will be created by
the election result, and so that the pre-con-
ference discussion is not crowded out by
election fever.

The next regional pre-conference meet-
ings will go ahead on 16-17 November. A
lot of what we’re discussing relates to ques-
tions more basic and long-term than those
changed a lot by the election.

But the timetable after that will be recal-
culated.
The third printed pre-conference dis-

cussion bulletin is now out, and more
debate is proceeding on electronic fo-
rums and in this paper.

Socialist Worker in June 2016: arguing as if
attacks on workers and refugess, and
“bosses’ clubs”, are something imposed on
Britain from outside, by Europe



As we go to press on 29 October, a De-
cember general election looks very likely.

In backing the dissolution of Parliament
and an election, Jeremy Corbyn promised:
“We will now launch the most ambitious and
radical campaign for real change our country
has ever seen.”

Every socialist, every labour movement ac-
tivist, everyone who cares about equality and
human rights, should throw themselves into
the fight to kick out Boris Johnson and win a
Labour government. We should simultane-
ously organise to hold Corbyn and the
Labour leadership to that pitch.

How? In 2017, Labour’s message – taxing
the rich to reverse a substantial number of
cuts – contrasted clearly to the Tories’. It
tapped into widespread “anti-austerity”
opinion. With the Tories now posing as
“post-austerity”, that may no longer cut
through in the same way. If Labour continues
its drift into focusing its opposition to cuts on
the police, that will be both ineffective and
politically harmful.

For sure saying that cuts are bad will not
be enough for an “ambitious and radical
campaign for real change”.

September’s Labour Party conference
passed a series of radical policies – on council
housing, anti-union laws, climate change, mi-
grants’ rights and other issues (see labour-
campaignstogether.com) – that we should
demand the party takes up, includes in the
manifesto and argues vocally for. Local
Labour Parties should do the maximum they
can to promote these demands. 

However, the election will be in large part
defined by Brexit. We can emphasise the pos-
itive in Labour’s policy and point out the real
difference with the Tories – the difference be-
tween a guaranteed very hard, possibly No
Deal, Brexit and a new referendum with an
option to Remain. Nonetheless, the Labour
message will clearly not be adequate. There
will be a push from many in the apparatus to
make it as inadequate as possible. 

The class struggle, internationalist left or-
ganised around Labour for a Socialist Europe
will be running a campaign within but polit-
ically distinct from the official Labour cam-

paign. It will seek to integrate the kind of left-
wing demands pushed by Labour confer-
ence, and more, with a clear anti-Brexit and
internationalist message, emphasising mi-
grants’ rights and freedom of movement. It
will be producing materials and organising
activities to help create a clearly left and
clearly anti-Brexit pole within the push for a
Labour government.

Everyone who wants to stop Brexit and win
a radical Labour government should support
the L4SE campaign and get involved. 

It is important that we approach this elec-

tion campaign, our fight within it and what-
ever comes after with determination. The
stakes are high and the task is daunting. We
face difficulties we did not in 2017. But 2017
still has lessons. Things can move very fast.
The Tories are very far from unbeatable. Even
if they do win, we must continue the struggle
with energy. There will be a lot to fight for,
over immediate issues, over Brexit and over
the future direction of our labour movement
and society. 

If the Tories win, Labour should not –
whatever the tactical issues – declare Brexit a

permanently settled question. It should com-
mit to a referendum on EU membership
under the next Labour government – and to
fight in that referendum for the UK to rejoin.

The stronger the clear and radical left-
wing, anti-Brexit voice and network we
build in the election the better position
we’ll be in to continue all the fights, what-
ever the outcome.

• More at labourforasocialisteurope.org

Back Labour, fight for remain!
WHAT WE SAY 5@workerslibertyWorkers’ Liberty

Labour for a Socialist Europe (L4SE) has
decided to organise an effort in the com-
ing general election for a pro-Remain,
pro-socialist-Europe, left-wing voice
within the Labour campaign.

L4SE will organise leaflets and other mate-
rials for Labour activists to use on street stalls
and on the doorstep.

L4SE was part of the push for a Remain
policy at Labour conference on 21-25 Septem-
ber, and worked closely with the Labour
Campaign for Free Movement there for the
victory there for defending and extending
free movement.

L4SE produced independent pro-Labour,
anti-Brexit publicity for the Euro-elections in
May 2019.
L4SE has been fighting to stop Brexit

and build a socialist resistance to the
right-wing forces and ideas driving it ever
since it was launched from the Another
Europe is Possible conference in Decem-
ber 2018.

•labourforasocialisteurope.org

We need another
£10,000
Thanks this week to Eddie McWilliams for a £1,500 donation.

With a last £23 coming in (from Tim Ekeh) after the closing date
for Martin Thomas’s sponsored London Cambridge bike-ride, that
makes our total so far £14,170.93.

A bit over £10,000 to go to reach our target of £25,000 by after
Workers’ Liberty conference.

The focus now is on Maisie Sanders’s sponsored give-up-smok-
ing (from 4 November). There, the total still stands at £476.

Since the sponsored bike ride raised £1250, there’s every reason
to think we can push up that total. Sharing links for the sponsor
page (see workersliberty.org/sponsor) on social media seems to be
an effective way to help.

Our baseline income from regular literature sales and regular
contributions covers only basic ticking-over costs.
For the increased public campaigning we need to do in the

coming weeks and months, we need to raise the remaining
£10,000.



Chile: 29 years on from Pinochet
By Fermin Pavez

In Chile, heavily armed troops and police
are out on streets again, exerting brutal
repression against those demonstrating
peacefully against one of the more brutal
neoliberal policies, similar to those of
Margaret Thatcher.

Chile is the richest country in Latin Amer-
ica, but equally suffers from one of the worst
income distributions in the region or beyond. 

However, carrying out these brutal eco-
nomic measures forcing the population into
a continuing impoverishment, has been only
possible under the current Political Constitu-
tion, drafted – in a hurry, in 1980 – by two in-
dividuals, ideological pillars of the
dictatorship. A widespread scale of privatisa-
tions of key state-run enterprises soon fol-
lowed, most notably the huge and highly
profitable mining industry.

Chile’s version of the British NHS, founded
in 1952, was also privatised, along with the
state pension system whereby the state, the
employer and the individual worker con-
tributed towards the pension pot. Today the
health service is being run on the principle of
profit-making and unaffordable health insur-
ance – along the lines of the American model.

Health insurance only accessible by those
on higher income level, about 17% of the
working population, with the other 73% re-

lying heavily on an ailing and impoverished
public health service, rapidly deteriorating.

The return of democracy, so hard-fought
on the streets, did very little to improve the
conditions and standard of living of the gen-
eral population. The alternating governments
from the centre-left coalitions respected
Pinochet’s constitution straitjacket and man-
aged only some tepid social and economic re-
forms. 

People who fought to rid of the military in
power had big expectations of important
structural economic changes under democ-
racy will occur. Those were never met. In
order to have the 1988 plebiscite, which even-
tually led to the military dictator Augusto
Pinochet ceding power in 1990, important
conditions were imposed upon the future
democratic governments.

It’s alleged that the US State Department
on one side and the Chilean dictatorship on
the other, pressed the Concertación (an al-
liance of Christian Democracy, the Socialist
Party, the Radical Party, and others) to accept
those conditions or get nothing. 

Over the years, the masses felt let down or
even forgotten by their leaders. In 2007 the
first mass revolts — by the students, against
college fees and the cost of living — took the
country by surprise. Then, a few years later,
broader mass rallies followed up, demanding
an end to Pinochet’s constitutional legacy
and a fairer pension system which would

stop pensioners going into a growing pau-
perism. 

Different centre-left governments kept pri-
vatising what was left of the state assets, in-
cluding utility companies and the running of
the country’s motorway network. They im-
posed unpopular toll bridges, closed down
coal mining, and left the mining of highly-
valuable lithium in private hands. Those
companies paid virtually no corporation tax,
not even on their royalties. That saved them
huge sums of money — money needed to
meet public expenditure demands.

The new Conservative-led government of
Sebastián Piñera, from 2018, embarked on a
massive austerity program and further tax
cuts for the higher-income earners, starving
essential investment funds for health service,
housing and pensions.

The anger and frustration brewing for
many years, and the latest price hikes on util-
ity and public transport, triggered the current
social uprising.
Its spontaneity and good organisation

has surpassed the main political parties
from the traditional left.
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The gains and snares of unity
A reader reports from Hungary

The results of the 13 October municipal
elections in Hungary have been the first
victory for the opposition since 2010.

The candidates fielded against Fidesz won
the capital, many districts of the capital (each
district also has its own mayor), and 50 out
of the 100 most populous cities.They’ve
mostly lost in the countryside.

The reason for this success was the co-op-
eration between opposition parties. In multi-
ple cities, they all joined together to back a
single candidate, thus avoiding splitting the
vote.

In Budapest, the opposition backed
Gergely Karácsony, who won 50% of the
votes, beating István Tarlós, who has been the
mayor of the city since 2010.

Karácsony himself is the co-leader of the
green/centre-left Dialogue party, and his pro-
gramme proposed to address the city’s hous-
ing problems, the catastrophic state of
healthcare, climate change, and the lack of
transparency.

So far, he has already suspended pending
evictions from municipal housing, and
launched investigations into the evictions
carried out under Tarlós. Although most evic-
tions are carried out from privately-owned
property, Karácsony’s actions are still a wel-

come development.
Fidesz tried to blame their losses on the

scandal around the Fidesz backed mayor of
Győr, Zsolt Borkai. An anonymous source,
claiming to be a lawyer responsible for han-
dling the dirty dealings of Fidesz, accused
Borkai of stealing public funds, and using the
money to fund coke-fuelled orgies on the
Adriatic sea.

He later released multiple videos, one of
them showing Borkai on a yacht, mid-coitus,
while a naked business associate kept himself
busy. It was not a good look for a party which
claims to stand for conservative, Christian,
family values.

In spite of that, Borkai still managed to win

mayor in his city once again, so it’s unclear
how much this revelation affected voters.

Using the same strategy of running joint
candidates in the next election could loosen,
maybe even break, Fidesz’s grip on power.
However, that would require co-operating
with the far-right Jobbik party. While they are
trying to present themselves as moderates,
anyone who knows their history shouldn’t be
fooled by their strategic dialling back on fas-
cist rhetoric.
A united opposition is a far cry from in-

dependent working class politics, even if
it might still provide some relief from the
exploitation suffered under Fidesz.

By Dale Street

The 27 October election in the German
federal state of Thuringia saw Die Linke (a
merger of the post-Stalinist PDS and a
breakaway from the SPD) emerge as the
biggest party, with 31% of the votes.

The far right AfD came second with just
over 23%, and the CDU (German Tories)
third with just under 22%. The SPD (roughly
the German Labour Party) came a poor
fourth with just 8% of the vote.

The FDP (German Liberal-Democrats)
managed to just scrape past the 5% hurdle,
which parties must achieve to win any seats.
It passed the hurdle by just five votes.

Compared with the last federal state elec-
tion, the CDU vote fell by a third, as too did

the SPD vote (already in a state of free fall).
The AfD more than doubled its vote. The
vote for Die LInke increased by just under
3%.

Prior to the elections Thuringia was gov-
erned by a coalition of Die Linke, the SPD,
and the Greens. But the poor performance of
the latter parties means that they no longer
have a majority of seats in the state parlia-
ment.

The collapse in the CDU and SPD votes un-
derlines dissatisfaction with the ongoing pro-
austerity and neo-liberal record of the ‘Grand
Coalition’ government in Berlin. The two
parties in the coalition are the CDU and, sui-
cidally, the SPD.

Despite its pretensions to radicalism, Die
Linke is only moderately left-wing. And in

Thuringia it is not even that. Its leader, Bodo
Ramelow, is very much on the party’s “mod-
erate” wing. In fact, a Die Linke-CDU coali-
tion in Thuringia is now a serious possibility.

The performance of the Die Linke weakens
still further the position of the pro-populist
faction around Sahra Wagenknecht in the
party. Her main line of attack has been to
focus on the party’s poor electoral perform-
ances. But now Die Linke has won an elec-
tion.

Led by Bjoern Hoecke, the AfD in
Thuringia represents the most right-wing el-
ements in the party. Hoecke himself is a
leader of a far right (even by AfD standards)
inner-party faction known simply as The
Wing, which now has the support of about a
third of the AfD membership.

Hoecke has described the Holocaust me-
morial in Berlin as “a monument of shame”
(i.e. its mere existence, not what it commem-
orates). His speeches are peppered with Nazi
terminology – “racial suicide”, “decaying
state” and “cultural Bolshevism”.

In 2017 two thirds of the AfD’s regional
leaders voted for Hoecke’s expulsion from
the party, but a party commission rejected the
call. More recently, a German court ruled that
it was legitimate to describe Hoecke as a fas-
cist.

15% of AfD voters last Sunday voted CDU
in 2014. 9% voted Die Linke. 37% did not vote
in the last elections.
25% of its voters are under the age of

30, compared with 16% over the age of
60. Nearly a third of its voters are manual
workers.

Far right and soft left advance in Germany



Left splits over West Mids mayor
By Jem Vale

The entrance of former Respect party
leader Salma Yaqoob into the contest for
the Labour candidacy for West Midlands
mayor is causing a bitter row within Mo-
mentum and the Labour left as a whole
throughout the region.

In principle, the idea of a female ethnic-mi-
nority candidate is attractive. But Yaqoob’s
record makes her a highly problematic
prospective candidate.

There are many aspects of Yaqoob’s record
that have caused concern, but the most obvi-
ous is her campaign, as an independent can-
didate, against Labour’s Naz Shah in
Bradford West at the last general election in
2017.

Now, Shah – Labour’s minister for women
and equalities – is leading calls against
Yaqoob becoming the party’s candidate in the
mayoral election.

In a series of tweets, Shah described how
Yaqoob’s campaign to unseat her in 2017 left
her “feeling suicidal”.

Shah continued: “I absolutely feel that her
whole rhetoric of her campaign was about in-
citing hatred towards me.” 

She accuses Yaqoob of “honour abuse”, of
failing to challenge men who slut-shamed
her (Shah) at campaign events and of sug-
gesting voters should back her at the polls be-
cause wore a hijab and Shah didn’t. There
seems to be convincing video evidence (albeit
in Urdu) to support Shah’s charges.

“I do not have confidence that Salma

Yaqoob would win West Midlands for
Labour at all,” the Labour MP said in a video
on Twitter.

“And the reason I don’t [is] because I don’t
believe she’s Labour. I don’t see her as
Labour.”

Meanwhile, in a letter to the Labour Party,
campaign group LGBT+ Labour accused
Yaqoob of being homophobic and of saying
being LGBT was “a choice of lifestyle” on na-
tional television.

Yaqoob has strongly denied the accusa-
tions, and says her words were taken out of
context.

However, it is a matter of record that
Yaqoob’s only intervention into the long-run-
ning row over LGBT education in Birming-
ham schools has been to criticise the schools
and to disparage Andrew Moffat, the teacher
who drew up the “No Outsiders” pro-
gramme at the centre of the controversy. She
has very noticeably not criticised the bigots
protesting outside the schools, despite claim-
ing to support LGBT rights.

Until Yaqoob entered the contest, the
Labour left and most unions (who’d ex-
pressed a view) in the West Midlands were
supporting Pete Lowe, the former leader of
Dudley Council, against the well-resourced
campaign of right winger Liam Byrne. Lowe
is standing on the following five main
pledges:

1. Taking radical action to bolster tenants
and residents’ rights, working with organisa-
tions such as Acorn to protect residents and
deliver a resourced “housing first” initiative

to help rough sleepers.
2. Reducing the cost of transport for work-

ing families, making sure that we reform
fares across the region so that it doesn’t break
the bank to get to work.

3. Testing experimental and innovative
green policies to drive an environmental rev-
olution across our region.

4. Establishing a People’s Bank to invest in
our towns and cities, growing cooperatives
and ethical enterprise that will give everyone
better opportunities at more than the living
wage.

5. Uniting our communities and helping
everyone get the support they need when
they need it through new community hubs.

He has also pledged to demand the
“restoration of all funding lost by councils in
the West Midlands since the Tories came to
power in 2010” and to campaign “to repeal
anti-union legislation”.

Until the entrance of Salma Yaqoob into the
contest, most West Midlands Momentum
groups who had taken a view were backing
Lowe. Now Momentum’s National Coordi-
nating Group (without consulting local
groups in the West Midlands) has put out a
statement supporting Yaqoob.
Momentum in Birmingham and Wolver-

hampton have voted to support Yaqoob,
but Coventry, Dudley, Solihull, and Walsall
are supporting Lowe. 
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Pete Lowe and Salma Yaqoob

Left win in Nottingham East
By Sacha Ismail

26 October was called “Super Sunday”
because of the number of Labour parlia-
mentary selection meetings held on that
day – nine, and in important seats.

The most positive development was un-
doubtedly the selection, in a fiercely fought
contest, of Nadia Whittome in Nottingham
East. Nadia’s campaign was distinctive in
terms of her advocacy of policies far to the
left of mainstream “Corbynism”; her strong
opposition to Brexit; her commitment to
“working-class representation”; and her
pledge to take a worker’s wage and to al-
ways submit to open selections.

In a wider picture of limited shifts, from
Chris Leslie to Nadia Whittome is a giant
one! Leslie, the previous Nottingham East
Labour MP, is a right-winger who quit
Labour in February 2019 and is now one of
the five remaining TIG (Change UK) MPs.

The party National Executive Committee
[NEC] had already taken substantial control
of drawing up longlists and shortlists of po-
tential candidates for constituencies. With a
December general election now likely, many
if not all remaining selections may be can-
celled and candidates decided directly by the
NEC.

The party machine made liberal use of its
list-drawing prerogatives to favour the re-
sults it wanted, in some cases excluding can-
didates with wide local support. It did not
get everything it seemed to want.

In Rother Valley (South Yorkshire) the di-
vision was not Brexit, but there were two left
candidates. Sheffield Momentum, the Fire
Brigades Union and John McDonnell backed
FBU member Sophie Wilson – who won –

while national Momentum and a host of
other unions backed a Stalinist candidate,
Luke Farley.

In Vauxhall (South London), Unite, GMB,
CWU, a host of MPs and (it was widely ru-
moured) the Leader’s Office backed million-
aire businessman Ibrahim Dogus. Dogus
came fourth after an article in The Clarion ex-
posing his record (bit.ly/cl-dogus) went
semi-viral. But Progress-supporting Greater
London Authority member Florence Es-
halomi beat left-wing (and anti-Brexit) for-
mer Scottish MP Katy Clark to win the
selection.

Trigger ballots on sitting MPs to prompt se-
lection contests have had little impact. Diana
Johnson in Hull North and Margaret Hodge

in Barking were “triggered”, but both easily
won the subsequent selection contests.

In seats where the MP is retiring or has de-
fected, the picture seems to be the left,
broadly speaking, suffering disappointments
but overall coming out ahead. Despite rela-
tively small numbers of new candidates,
these results could produce a significant shift
in the character of the Parliamentary Labour
Party.

Left-wing candidates of one sort or another
have won in constituencies including Ilford
South, Liverpool Wavertree, Nottingham
East, Poplar and Limehouse, City of Durham,
Ealing North and Rother Valley. More right-
wing candidates were selected in Enfield
North and Blyth Valley as well as Vauxhall.

But Liverpool Wavertree’s new Labour
candidate, Paula Barker, is a committed Brex-
iteer. Nadia Whittome in Nottingham East is
a national committee member for both An-
other Europe is Possible and Labour for a So-
cialist Europe.
Brexit was the most important of the di-

visions that to some extent ran across
previously-constructed left and right lines.

Nadia Whittome with Clive Lewis MP

Nadia Whittome in her own words

“My politics is shaped by life experience
that is shared by many but missing from
Parliament.

“A rank and file trade unionist, a daugh-
ter of working class immigrants, a former
care worker doing 15-minute calls, entering
university through an NCN Access course,
and growing up across Nottingham in a
single parent household under austerity.

“We need a new generation of insurgent
grassroots MPs to reconnect our movement
with our communities... I’m not interested
in the prestige of Parliament.

“I want to break barriers denying so
many of us a seat at the table, and engage
our whole community to build long-lasting
change in Nottingham from the ground up.

“I’m a socialist, who has supported Je-
remy Corbyn from day one, and isn’t afraid
to speak truth to power within our party as
well as outside… 
[I stand] for a Labour government to

close all detention centres, defend and
extend free movement, repeal all anti-
union laws in a Green New Deal, and
give us a public vote on Brexit.”
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The world of online hate
By Cathy Nugent

In 2013 the Australian journalist Ginger
Gorman became the subject of an online
hate campaign.

In 2010 she had interviewed two gay men,
seemingly an ordinary couple, about their
adoption of a young boy. Three years later
the men were convicted of child sexual ex-
ploitation; they had been involved in an in-
ternational paedophile network.

Naturally Gorman was mortified that she
had, however inadvertently, given these men
a platform. But a few days after the convic-
tion Gorman began to be inundated by
tweets from ″conservatives″ saying she was
a paedophile collaborator, and, equally hor-
rifying to Gorman, this online campaign
linked the paedophilia to a ″gay lifestyle″.

Two years after being the target of a pro-
longed and distressing hate campaign, which
extend to threats of violence, Gorman began
to wonder what motivated internet trolls. To
get out of victim mode, she began to research
a book and she sort out prolific trolls to inter-
view, along the way meeting some scary in-
dividuals, such as a man called “weev”, a
self-described “professional racist” and so-
ciopath. 

The single most significant thing I learned
from Gorman’s book Troll Hunting: Inside the
world of online hate and its human fallout is that
trolling is far from being the activity of bed-
room-trapped loners who go online in the
dead of night. Trolling is largely a group ac-
tivity and is shaped by group dynamics.
Trolls may be part of highly organised syndi-
cates, or looser networks. These groups will
have different aims, but group working is the
basic template. More on this later.

The standard definition of a troll is some-
one who aims to provoke a reaction by post-
ing random, disruptive or offensive posts.
For the troll, humiliating or confusing people
is fun. But, as Gorman argues, trolling is a
spectrum of behaviours, with mild pranks at
one end and hate crimes at the other. Gorman
calls those who set out to do ″real life harm″

predator trolls. 
Some trolls claim they have political objec-

tives. One of Gorman’s informants, ″Craig″,
spends his time going after public figures
knowing that, having made themselves an
object of attention, they have a certain vulner-
ability. And public discourse being what it is
(low grade, tabloid standard) even very wild
″stories″ about such figures will get traction.

Likewise some political people behave like
trolls. Trump’s combative lie-telling and
stock empty moral phrases (″very bad″,
″shameful″ etc.) are the obvious example.

Then there is the trolling that which is di-
rectly linked to ″real life″ relationships (or
more usually ex- and imaginary relation-
ships), such as cyber stalking. However I’m
not sure how useful it is to call technology-
aided abuse trolling.

Given this wide spectrum of behaviour,
maybe what defines trolling now is the gang-
like structure which underpins a lot of it.

Craig is part of a small loose gang. Another
of Gorman′s informants, ″Mark″, is a member
of an international trolling syndicate. The
modus operandi of Mark’s group is to pick
on vulnerable people, such as rape victims,
people with autism or people with mental ill-
nesses. They know what to say to make those
people feel unsafe.

Mark has a certain amount of empathy –
enough to know what is wrong by ordinary
social standards and what upsets people. Ac-
cording to Mark it is precisely because he has
this insight that he trolls so well.

The intended effect of trolling is to dehu-
manise. The targets of trolls become bad peo-
ple who deserve everything they get. And if
they complain, they are “snowflakes” or sim-
ilar. Trolling in groups will make the weaker
characters feel stronger and thus reinforce the
“anything goes” blame-the-victim mentality.
Trolls themselves, after they enter this world,
become dehumanised, they become nihilists,
their behaviour is reckless and often self-
harming. People who are depressed slip fur-
ther into depression.

Gorman is compelled to consider thor-
oughly how to tackle the problem but she re-
mains, I think, somewhat stuck. She notes
that although the worst of the trolls behave
like criminals, operating behind anonymity,
creating multiple social media accounts and
identities to go about their business, neither
the law or the complaints systems of the so-
cial media companies seem willing to keep
pace with the trolls’ outputs.

For the police there is a problem of capac-
ity. Most people do not have the financial re-
sources to access the law. Social media
companies are monopolies and they do not
want to regulate themselves out of business
– if they are seen to attack “free speech”, they
will lose users and advertising revenue.

Gorman points to the cultural issues un-
derlying this lack of will to deal with the
trolls. There is a lack of knowledge about the
impacts of online amorality. The facile idea
that ″sticks and stones may hurt us but
names never will″ is also a factor. Victims are
often told to get offline. Yet if someone was
being bullied in “real life”, advice to hide in
shadows and avoid your bully would be
completely unacceptable.

In my view the left also has a problem with
group-led online trolling behaviours which it
is not in a fit state to face up to. At one ex-
treme there is Red London, an anonymous
Facebook page which styles itself as ultra-
Stalinist (e.g. praising North Korea). Three
years ago Red London made Workers’ Lib-
erty one of their targets, accusing us of con-

doning paedophilia. The accusation was lu-
dicrous, but was shared by left-wing people
as a means to express political rivalry (that is,
in elections).

It was a way for a small group of nihilists (
what else can you be if in the 21st century
you praise Stalin’s crimes?), to isolate mem-
bers of Workers’ Liberty. Unfortunately the
method was effective in a sectarian milieu, in
a faction-ridden Labour Party, and on a left
that is intolerant of non-conforming political
people (as Workers’ Liberty are on some po-
litical issues). In short, lies can be told about
bad people.

CONFUSION
In the last week of October a small group
of Labour Party members on Twitter have
organised a flurry of tweets accusing us
of all sorts. This time the trolling may be
aimed as spreading confusion among and
breaking up the broad group of people
who oppose Brexit in the Labour Party.
But who knows? – Trolling is never trans-
parent.

Workers’ Liberty is one component — and
importantly, an effective one – in anti-Brexit
circles within the labour movement. The peo-
ple in this trolling drive may be behaving po-
litically, inasmuch as they may aim to soften
the anti-Brexit message that Labour will
make in a forthcoming election. But their
methods are despicable.

Members of this little gang, operating
under their group dynamic, try to intimidate
people by making them scared to associate
with Workers’ Liberty. One tweeter said that
anyone who associates with or organises
with Workers’ Liberty should be thrown out
of the Labour Party. This beyond silly. How
is she going to police that?

Workers’ Liberty members are writers,
trade unionists, community organisers,
Labour members, demonstrators, strikers
and neighbours. Between us we say hello to,
argue with, share gossip with, laugh with, are
sometimes rude to, go for a drink with, help,
support, and get support from, thousands of
people who will also be Labour Party mem-
bers.

Improving the culture and the basic civility
of how labour movement people use social
media will be central to improving the dem-
ocratic culture of the labour movement as a
whole. We can no longer afford to be casual
and “unconscious” users of Facebook and
Twitter. Maybe the answer is to get off Twit-

ter (as one comrade put it to me, “I don’t use
Twitter because I don’t hate myself”).

Thinking about cultural change requires
sorting out the complexities of how political
organisations and people should be held to
account.

If political organisations mess up then they
should own their mistakes and take steps to
correct them. They should be ready to receive
criticism on social media, as in every other
sphere. Moreover, I would argue, political
groups should expect more intense scrutiny
than individuals. But the routine reckless
misreporting of what the AWL says and does
is another matter.

Ironically the AWL is much more open and
more transparent about how it organises than
most political groups (including the Labour
Party).

Our constitution, and code of conduct (and
a self-critical response to a report of historical
sexual assault) are easy to find on our website
(see here bit.ly/awl-code) We have debates
among ourselves in this newspaper, and
often print views very critical of our politics.

What is to be done about trolling? Should
we tolerate it in order to preserve free
speech? The problem with that is that free
speech requires the forums for speech not to
be clogged up with lies and misdirections.

Some of the solutions Gorman suggests
are: making it a legal requirement for social
media platforms to have a duty of care; that
all social media accounts should be identity
checked, that the monopolies that Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram have should be broken
up.

But solutions have downsides. For exam-
ple many people need to be anonymous on-
line (and even to withhold identification data
that will be kept confidential) for reasons of
personal safety.

As for the labour movement, we need to
update rule books to take account of harmful
social media behaviour. From experience of
multiple complaints taken to the Labour
Party by AWL comrades the Party’s systems
are either broken or biased. A lack of trans-
parency makes it impossible to say which.
Complaints and correspondence about seri-
ous issues (e.g. about real life violence) are
simply ignored.

This may be a capacity issue. As Gorman
says, few, if any of the institutions to which
we might look to for help, are right now able
to keep pace with the problem.
Trolling has got out of hand.

Book review

A revived attempt at a social-media
storm against Solidarity and Workers’
Liberty is now underway.

This attempt seems aimed at dividing the
pro-Remain camp in the Labour Party, by
demonising Workers’ Liberty and (by asso-
ciation) Labour for a Socialist Europe and
Another Europe is Possible.

It picks up on agitation long carried out,
by a different group of people as far as we
can see, through the anonymous Facebook
page Red London. That is now somewhat
discredited and subdued, though it still
carries, for example, photoshopped images
of demonstrations with flags saying “Trots
are all pedos”.
The social-media agitation builds on a

real incident, but one which was not in
reality as described in that agitation.

• See workersliberty.org/response and
workersliberty.org/redlondon.

Slurs and truth



By Misha Zubrowski

This article is a second excerpt from a document
on climate change to be discussed by the forthcom-
ing Workers’ Liberty conference.

On paper, almost all trade unions recog-
nise climate change as a grave danger,
and demand state action to combat it,
with workers having a role in “a just tran-
sition”.

For the most part, the policies are close to
those of the “One Million Climate Jobs”
(OMCJ) project of the “Campaign Against
Climate Change” (CACC), from about a
decade ago.

CACC often functions to “outsource” cli-
mate activism from the labour movement it-
self.

Some unions, and the TUC, have policy
supporting youth climate strikers, and called
for 30 minute stoppages on the 20 September.
We want to make union support for the cli-
mate strikes real, and see grass-roots union
activists bring delegations of workers to cli-
mate protests, or hold their own, following
the model of Salford refuse workers and the
“Workers’ Climate Action” initiative carried
out by our comrades in Cambridge.

We will work with colleagues to formulate
and agitate for environmental changes that
could be made at work, environmental de-
mands that can be made of our bosses. We
contextualise these and keep them in propor-
tion, chiefly through organising around a
wider SGND programme.

To this end we will become or engage with
workplace environmental reps, and networks
of environmental reps.

TUC congress 2019 resolved “to campaign
for national and regional Just Transition
Commissions including full union and edu-
cation representation to develop, monitor
and implement the process.” 

We want to make such Just Transition
Commissions real at the level of industry and
local government. We advocate representa-
tive, activist bodies made up of workers’ rep-
resentatives which make their business the
property of local communities and the broad
labour movement. 

We seek to nourish the embryos and cohere
a network of workplace environmentalists, to
fight for independent working-class environ-
mentalism in workplaces and the labour
movement.

ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT: A
NEW “WAVE”, TWO “POLES”

After the 2009 Copenhagen Summit, a big
wave of climate struggles in the UK pe-
tered out. Big ecological struggles have
gone on around the world in the interven-
ing ten years and NGOs have organised
fair-sized demonstrations.

But ecological struggle has returned to the
UK on a mass scale only in the last 18 months
or so. 

Extinction Rebellion and the Climate
Strikes could broadly be described as the two
“poles” of the new “wave” of climate protest.

XR, for all its vitality and all the self sacri-
fice of many of its activists, represents a sur-
vival of the middle-class minority-heroism
school of ecological activism. The Climate
Strikes are centred around the idea of mass

involvement, and hint at the solution that is
really needed: mass workers’ action.

So far worker participation in these strikes
has been very limited. But we think that the
radical potential of the Climate Strikes far
outstrips that of any other contemporary or
recent form of ecological protest. We want to
realise that radical potential and build a strat-
egy that centres on spreading, deepening and
radicalising the Climate Strikes.

Extinction Rebellion (XR) has massively
helped to raise the urgency of tackling cli-
mate change, and of courageous and auda-
cious actions against it. It has drawn in many
thousands of people into environmental ac-
tivism, many politically active for the first
time. Beyond those drawn into it already,
many look to it as the climate movement.

The dominant (even, defining) XR strategy
relies on a middle class pattern of heroic in-
dividuals getting arrested. The dominant
strand of politics in XR erases class dynamics
in society, speaking of being “beyond poli-
tics” and advocating “citizens’ assemblies”
drawn by lot.

XR presents no genuine political pro-
gramme which a government could agree to
implement, or not. They also have and per-
petuate an incredibly benign attitude to-
wards the police.

XR is, however, open, and tremendously
diverse socially and politically. We will en-
gage with XR actions and local groups, make
the case for class-struggle environmentalist
strategies for these groups and to individuals
engaging in those groups. It is possible to cre-
ate local or even national Extinction Rebel-
lion “affinity groups”. It may – or may not –
be worth establishing such groups as part of
an intervention.

Youth climate strikes are the other major
aspect of the resurgent environmental move-
ment. UK Student Climate Network
(UKSCN), the main associated organisation
in the UK, has substantial left-wing currents
within it and its leadership, and some democ-
racy.

They — and Greta Thunberg — the inter-
national “leader” of the youth strikes, have
pointed out the need for workers, for trade
unionists, to take action on the environment.
UKSCN advocate a form of “Green New
Deal”.We will continue engaged with it in
local areas and campuses; through Student
Left Network and their Icecap zine about cli-
mate change, class struggle, and the student
movement; and through activists we know in
the leadership of UKSCN.

We want to help the Climate Strikes de-
velop two crucial elements: a clear pro-
gramme, and mass workplace participation. 

That means, on the one hand, developing
a political culture democratic forums within
which a programme could be debated and
agreed; and on the other, breaking through
the token participation of left wing trade
union officers and organising real and direct
workplace agitation to bring groups of work-
ers out as conscious, leading participants in
Climate Strikes. 

Where organised groups of workers have
really participated in the Climate Strikes, as
in Cambridge, Salford or Lambeth, we will
trumpet their example and seek to extend it.
Where well-meaning trade union officers
propose inadequate activity, we will help
make it adequate; where green-washing
bosses allow (or oblige) their employees to
participate in Climate Strikes, we will seek to
organise the latter against the former. 

In universities, we strive to build student
walk-outs, engaging with staff, with other

workers in nearby workplaces, and with
youth strikers across their town or city.

Divestment campaigns have been the dom-
inant environmental activism on university
campuses for some time. We support them
while critiquing their limitations and push-
ing for more radical politics. These often as-
sociate with People and Planet, a left-wing
campaigning organisation which lacks any
democratic structures.

Reclaim the Power is in many ways the
successor to the Climate Camps. Its politics
are more explicitly anti-capitalist and pro-mi-
grant. Its politics are anarchist-influenced,
and lack serious orientation to the working-
class. Its response to the revived climate
movement has been largely aloof and sectar-
ian and RtP has failed to lead. 

We will continue to engage with it, advo-
cating for it to turn outwards to win a wider
audience, and to pursue class politics.

Green Anti-capitalist Front is a new and
small initiative, largely an alliance between
ultra-left anarchists and Stalinists, who en-
gage in and around XR, Youth Strikes, RtP
and the like. We work with it where we come
across it but make no extra efforts beyond
that.

THE REVOLUTIONARY LEFT
On much of the anarchist and would-be
Trotskyist left, radical “mood music”
(“system change not climate change”;
“one solution: revolution”; “socialism is
the answer”) drowns out the “words” of
coherent programme.

The result is vagueness from the left which
allows labour opportunists to get away with
programmatic murder – as with the story of
Labour Green New Deal. 

Likewise, abstract recognition of the links
between capitalism and climate change, for
some would-be revolutionaries, fails to
progress to the next logical step: the centrality
of the working class in combating it. “Move-
mentist”, popular-frontist, and statist ap-
proaches to fighting climate change are,
combined, more common amongst would-be
revolutionaries than independent working-
class approaches.

The SWP, to their credit, have organised
debates in the labour movement about how
to support Climate Strikes, and have thrown
many of their trade union cadres into that
work (such as the CCCTU). But their efforts
on the industrial front have been inadequate
and superficial. Politically, they are the same
SWP: controlling, sectarian, covering oppor-
tunistic lack of programme with “revolution-
ary” sloganeering.

As events develop, they will become a hin-
drance to the democratic debate, program-
matic clarity, and effective workplace
organising which we advocate. 

OUR TRADITION, PERSPECTIVES,
ACTIVISM

There are rich traditions of both working-
class environmental action, and Marxist
environmental thought, that we seek to
uncover, and build upon.

We set up and ran Workers’ Climate Action
(WCA), over the period of the last major up-
surge in climate activism, 2006-11. WCA
aimed to bring radical class-struggle environ-
mentalism into environmental movement
and the labour movement:

• intervening in the “Climate Camp”
movement across that period;

• engaging with Kingsnorth power station
workers from a nearby Climate Camp;

• standing in solidarity striking aviation
workers and raising environmental dimen-
sions;

• initiating and stoking agitation against
the closing of Vestas wind turbine factory,
culminating in an occupation of the factory
against its shutdown — demanding its na-
tionalisation by the Labour government.

The Vestas struggle, in particular, repre-
sents the pinnacle of WCA’s struggle, and a
part in which we were central. It is replete
with lessons for today, and documented in
our pamphlet on the topic.

With the downturn in the climate move-
ment, we let climate politics slip too far from
focus for some years. Around the beginning
of 2017, our student fraction initiated the
“Nationalise the Big Six!” (NtB6) campaign.

As well as labour movement, Labour party
and environmental movement oriented prop-
aganda and petitions, NtB6 organised dele-
gations to anti-coal and anti-fracking
protests, and a Climate Camp in Germany.
The campaign fizzled out due to insufficient
central resources.

From 2018 we increased our focus on cli-
mate change again, in our publications,
events, and activities.

All our members should – and hopefully
do – see class-struggle socialist environmen-
talism as a crucial part of our, and their, work.
To aid increased climate activism, we have
started convening an AWL climate commit-
tee.

As well as the interventions and activity
described so far in this document, we will
promote class-struggle environmentalism
through our publications and meetings. We
will organise a day school on the topic in
early 2020.
Supporters of Solidarity and Workers’

Liberty should read or re-read the latest
edition of our climate pamphlet, “For
workers’ action on climate change”, from
late 2018, replenish their stocks, and then
discharge them again.

The left and the climate movement
Climate
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Is Drill really killing people?

By Carrie Evans

Bing. You have one new WhatsApp mes-
sage — “What you up to?” asks one of my
friends, “Nothing. Watching Drill videos” I
reply. 

Drill eh? Isn’t that the music that literally
kills you? I’ve heard it literally comes out of
the headphones and stabs you as you listen
to it.”

The joke lands well. I find it funny mostly
because it plays right in to all the precon-
ceived notions I already have about this Drill
debate. As far as I’m concerned, the war on
Drill music is just another in a long line of
moralistic, oversimplified, sensationalised,
outrage campaigns designed to sell papers to
an increasingly disengaged audience and
avoid the real problems we face.

Surprisingly though, this little exchange
does stick with me over the next few days.
Mostly because I’m surprised the guy texting
me has ever heard of drill music and to me
that indicates exactly how far this narrative
has gone.

Ask any Telegraph-reading middle Englan-
der to name one Drill track and I can almost
guarantee they wouldn’t be able to do it. Yet
I bet they could give you rhyme and verse
about why it’s evil.

I’ve grown to expect that over the years.
What I didn’t expect was to see exactly the
same stuff being parroted in places like The
Guardian — the same publication that gener-
ally gives glowing reviews to likes of Stor-
mzy, Kano and J-Hus. 

Moral outrage around music, especially
black music, is nothing new. Way back in the
1920’s jazz was considered the devil’s music.
Rock and roll was said to promote fornication
and drug taking, and the gangster rap of the

early 90’s was considered so obscene and of-
fensive that it sparked actual protests in the
streets.

NWA were literally put on an FBI watch
list, and the President of the USA described
Eminem as “the most dangerous thing to
happen to our children since polio”.

I guess it’s understandable that my main
reaction to this drill controversy has been
“Yeah, yeah. Been there, done that”.

I tried to dig a bit deeper into this topic.
What I ended up with was a better under-
standing of some of the key differences be-
tween Drill and other controversial music
genres that have gone before it.

Drill music is without doubt a violent, an-
tagonistic genre of music, with songs de-
signed to embarrass and goad a person’s
enemies.

That is nothing new. Diss tracks are as old
as time. I bet Mozart was using piano concer-
tos to diss other composers in his day. What
is different is the use of social media and the
accessibility of technology.

Once upon a time, if you wanted anyone to
hear your music you would probably need a
record deal, access to a studio, air time and
the approval of MTV. Once your career had
got to this stage, the chances are you were
probably living in a gated community and
had a security guard on your payroll.

These days anyone can record a track and
a video in their bedroom, upload it onto
YouTube, and have a million people watch it.

There is no protection for the people in-
volved in the Drill scene, and the line be-
tween art and life is blurrier than ever. If you
start acting like a hard man on social media,
you’re going to need to deal with the conse-
quences of that in the real world. 

Can Drill music exacerbate and act as a cat-
alyst for violence? Yes, without doubt. But let
me be really clear – Drill music is not the rea-
son violent conflicts exist.

Before Drill was even banging on the
streets of Chicago, kids in London were beef-

ing over postcodes.
Every time the question of immoral music

rears its ugly head, artists make the same ar-
gument – “our music doesn’t create reality, it
reflects it”. Or “We rap about what we
know”. Inner city communities have long
been plagued by violent crime.

Young people stabbing and shooting each
other is no joke. It shouldn’t be taken lightly
or discussed as if it’s an easy phenomenon to
understand. If you really want to tackle seri-
ous youth violence, you need to deal with the
underline causes and ask the hard questions.

Why do young people feel they need to
turn to the roads? How have they become so
alienated? What is society not providing
them? Why do young people feel so unsafe
that are carrying weapons? What drives a
person to take another person’s life? Those
are the sorts of discussions we should be hav-
ing. 

BANS
Singling out, blaming, censoring and ban-
ning a genre of music diverts us away
from those real questions and the possi-
bility of finding a solution. 

It also does something more sinister than
that. It drives people further towards the
roads by cutting them off from a legitimate
source of income.

It’s not a secret that young people from
economically disadvantaged backgrounds
have a real problem finding meaningful em-
ployment. This is one of the material causes
of crime. How does it possibly make sense to
limit people’s employment opportunities in
a bid to reduce crime?

The Drill debate fits into a wider one cur-
rently being had about increasingly
racialised, draconian policing. Sharing Drill
videos online is now being used as a justifi-
cation for putting people with no record of
violence onto the highly controversial UK
Gang Matrix.

Once on this Matrix, completely innocent

people and their family members can be sub-
jected collective punishment measures such
as the loss of benefits, eviction from social
housing and the loss of education and work
placements. I don’t need to spell out how in-
credibly absurd and worrying this is.

Behaving badly on social media and enjoy-
ing aggressive music is not synonymous with
criminality. If it were, I would be London’s
most notorious gangster. 

We also can not forget that sitting directly
behind this whole debate, is another debate
about of freedom of expression. The UK po-
lice have been hitting headlines recently for
ordering the removal of Drill videos from
YouTube and hitting artists with criminal be-
haviour orders that can prevent them from
associating with certain people, entering cer-
tain areas, wearing hoods, using social media
and using unregistered mobile phones.

Even more frightening is the fact they are
banning some Drill artists from producing
any sort of music without the express consent
of the police. These are not insignificant
measures. I feel deeply uncomfortable with
the idea of the police and home office telling
people what art they are allowed to produce
or consume.

All throughout history the societies that
have censored art have been, well… the bad
guys. I’m talking Nazi Germany, Soviet Rus-
sia and North Korea.

We are not even close to those levels yet.
Nevertheless, censorship is very dodgy
ground. Yes, we should be having huge dis-
cussions in our own communities about the
impact Drill has on us and also what impact
all art and culture has on us. We should be
constantly striving to hold each other to
higher standards.

But that is not the same as cheerleading
state censorship.
Outside of actual hate speech, we have

to defend people’s right to freedom of ex-
pression (even if we find what they say
distasteful) because it is one of the most
fundamental human rights we have. 
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Marx, ecology, and science

By Paul Hampton 

Marx’s theory of metabolism is the start-
ing point for explaining how capitalism
generates ecological problems through
the insatiable drive for capital accumula-
tion.

Kohei Saito’s book, Karl Marx’s Ecosocial-
ism: Capital, Nature, and the Unfinished Critique
of Political Economy (2017), is the most exten-
sive study to date of the roots of Marx’s ecol-
ogy. 

Saito exhaustively combs through Marx’s
published works, as well as his excerpt note-
books. The book draws out the dialogue be-
tween Marx and natural scientists of his
epoch. It successfully explains the influence
of natural science on Marx, but also how
Marx developed new innovations as a result
of this reading. Saito convincingly demon-
strates the origins of Marx’s metabolic theory. 

The concept of “metabolism” (Stoffwech-
sel) was first employed in physiology at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. Marx
appears to have learned about it from Roland
Daniels, a doctor and Communist League
member.

On 8 February 1851, Daniels sent Marx his
book manuscript, Mikrokosmos: Entwurf einer
physiologischen Anthropologie. Marx critically
evaluated the manuscript and replied on 20
March 1851. 

Marx first wrote about the concept of me-
tabolism in his London Notebooks of March
1851: 

“Unlike ancient society where only the
privileged could exchange this or that [item],
everything can be possessed by everybody
[in capitalist society]. Every metabolic inter-
action can be conducted by everyone, de-
pending on the amount of money of one’s
income that can be transformed into any-
thing: prostitute, science, protection, medals,
servants, cringer – everything [becomes a]
product for exchange, just like coffee, sugar,
and herring.

METABOLIC
“In the case of rank [society], the enjoy-
ment of an individual, his or her metabolic
interaction is dependent on a certain divi-
sion of labour, under which he or she is
subsumed. 

“In the case of class [it is dependent] only
on the universal means of exchange that he
or she can appropriate…

“Where the type of income is still deter-
mined by the type of occupation, and not
simply by the quantity of the universal
medium of exchange like today but by the
quality of one’s occupation, the relationships,
under which the worker can enter into soci-
ety and appropriate [objects], are severely re-
stricted, and the social organ for the
metabolic interaction with the material and
mental productions of the society is limited
to a certain way and to a particular content
from the beginning.” 

Shortly after his discussion with Daniels,
Marx read Justus von Liebig’s book, Die Or-
ganische Chemie in ihrer Anwendung auf Agri-
culture und Physiologie. This reading in July
1851 sparked two decades of engagement
with Liebig’s work.

Although that edition of the book used the
term only twice, in the course of several re-
vised editions Liebig developed metabolism
as the basis of his explanation of soil exhaus-

tion. In particular the seventh edition (1862)
had a great impact upon Marx’s theory.

In 1865, Marx returned to studying natural
sciences for his investigation of ground rent.
Marx told Engels, in a letter of 13 February
1866, about his fascination with the rapid de-
velopment of chemistry: 

“As far as this ‘damned’ book [Capital] is
concerned, the position now is: it was ready
at the end of December. The treatise on
ground rent alone, the penultimate chapter,
is in its present form almost long enough to
be a book in itself. I have been going to the
Museum in the daytime and writing at night.
I had to plough through the new agricultural
chemistry in Germany, in particular Liebig
and Schönbein, which is more important for
this matter than all the economists put to-
gether…”

Marx’s excerpts of 1856-66 document why
the seventh edition of Agricultural Chemistry
must have been particularly insightful, be-
cause Liebig also altered his arguments in the
new Introduction and reinforced his critique
of the robbery system of modern agriculture.

Liebig pointed to “the terrifying fact that
Great Britain is not producing food necessary
for her 29 million population”. He argued
that “the introduction of water-closets into
most parts of England results in the irrecov-
erable loss of the materials capable of produc-
ing food for three and a half million people
every year.” This made “the progress of cul-
tivation and civilisation” dependent on
urban toilets. 

Marx repeated his praise publicly in the
first edition of Capital volume 1 (1867): 

“To have developed from the point of view
of natural science the negative, i.e., destruc-
tive side of modern agriculture, is one of
Liebig’s immortal merits. His historical
overview of the history of agriculture, al-
though not free from gross errors, contains
more flashes of insight than all the works of
modern political economists put together.” 

After Capital was first published, Marx con-
tinued to study natural sciences seriously.
Carl Nikolaus Fraas holds a unique position
in Marx’s notebooks.

Fraas’s “agricultural physics” emphasised
the “climatic influences” on vegetation and
on human civilisation. Fraas first appears in
Marx’s notebook December 1867-January
1868, when he notes Fraas’s Die Acker-
baukrisen und ihre Heilmittel (1866), a polemic
against Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion. In
a letter to Engels dated 3 January 1868, Marx
asked for advice from their friend, the
chemist Carl Schorlemmer: 

“I would like to know from Schorlemmer
what is the latest and best book (German) on
agricultural chemistry. Furthermore, what is
the present state of the argument between the
mineral-fertiliser people and the nitrogen-fer-

tiliser people? (Since I last looked into the
subject, all sorts of new things have appeared
in Germany.)

“Does he know anything about the most
recent Germans who have written against
Liebig’s soil-exhaustion theory? Does he
know about the alluvion theory of Munich
agronomist Fraas (Professor at Munich Uni-
versity)? For the chapter on ground rent I
shall have to be aware of the latest state of the
question, at least to some extent…”

Marx wrote in another letter to Engels on
25 March 1868: 

“Very interesting is the book by Fraas
(1847): Climate and the Plant World Over Time:
A Contribution to the History of Both, namely
as proving that climate and flora change in
historical times. He is a Darwinist before Dar-
win, and admits even the species developing
in historical times... The first effect of cultiva-
tion is useful, but finally devastating through
deforestation, etc.

“This man is both a thoroughly learned
philologist (he has written books in Greek)
and a chemist, agronomist, etc. The conclu-
sion is that cultivation — when it proceeds in
natural growth and is not consciously con-
trolled (as a bourgeois he naturally does not
reach this point) — leaves deserts behind it,
Persia, Mesopotamia, etc., Greece. So once
again an unconscious socialist tendency!”

Fraas repeatedly argued that rational agri-
culture must seriously take climatic factors
into account: 

“To the extent that favourable climatic con-
ditions are missing to the cultivated plants
and cannot be replaced somehow, we must
open up the sources of nutrition in the soil,
that is, we must dung better. [It is] not be-
cause cereals consume more ash constituents
(mineral constituents) than meadow plants,
but because they are alien to our climate and
do not have enough warmth to assimilate
salts of the soil as well as gases of the air into
our desired amount of organic substance
within an artificially and naturally measured
time of vegetation.” 

Fraas called Liebig’s theory of soil exhaus-
tion a variety of “quietism”. Soils without
manure can provide successful crops over a
long time period under certain conditions of
climate. Marx quoted Fraas in his notebook: 

“In southern Europe cereals (barley) can be
quite successfully cultivated on the same
land every year for many years even without
rotation and without manure, maybe not
corn and cotton, but at least melons.… Cere-
als are thus soil-exhausting plants in the cold
temperature zone as they strongly require
favourable climate, particularly corn, durra,
wheat, barley, rye and oat, legumes and
buckwheat less so, and clovers, our pasture,
asparagus etc. not at all.

“In the warm and moderate temperature
zone cereals and legumes are no longer soil-
exhausting plants with exception of corn, rice
and durra, but hardly tobacco that is already
cultivated often without manure.” 

Even if Liebig was correct in predicting
that “one day” soils all over the world would
be exhausted due to the robbery system of
agriculture and would be unable to provide
enough food for growing populations, Fraas
believed that this was long way off, particu-
larly if the enormous lands in North America
and South Russia were factored in.

Fraas also opened up a way to the rational
arrangement of metabolism between humans
and nature, through “alluvion”, the use of
sediment from rivers to fertilise the soil.

Marx’s interest in Fraas’s theory was not
limited to soil exhaustion. His comments
about an “unconscious socialist tendency” re-

lates to Fraas’ book, Climate and the Plant
World Over Time.

Fraas posed the same question as Liebig
concerning desertification in areas such as
Persia, Mesopotamia, and Egypt that used to
have very fertile lands. But Fraas explains the
emergence and collapse of old civilisations
from changes of “natural climate”
(physikalisches Klima).

Fraas described how civilisations were
transformed by climate over a long period. It
is not robbery of a certain mineral substance
in the soil but changes in climate that cause
such a great disturbance in the metabolic in-
teraction between humans and nature: 

“Great damage of natural vegetation in a
region results in a deep transformation of its
entire character, and this modified new state
of nature is never so favourable to the region
and its population as before; certainly, people
change with it.

“Such great transformations of the natural
state of the region can hardly remain without
effects, or, if they occur extensively and to-
gether with many regions, never remain
without effects, and, of course, the old state
of affairs cannot be rehabilitated.”

Fraas summed up his ecological critique: 
“Man in various ways changes his environ-

ment, on which he is quite dependent, and he
changes nature more than one usually imag-
ines. In fact, he is able to change nature to
such an extent that later it completely mal-
functions as the indispensable means for the
realization of a higher level of mental and
physical development, forcing him to con-
front extreme physical obstacles… There is
no hope of overcoming this reality.” 

FRAAS
Fraas’s historical investigation opens up
an even more expanded vision of ecology
than Liebig’s theory of soil exhaustion. 

Climate change is a new and important el-
ement for Marx’s investigation into the his-
torical disturbances in natural metabolism
caused by humans. Fraas made Marx aware
that this development of modern capitalist
production accelerates the disturbance of me-
tabolism between humans and nature, due to
a more massive deforestation than previously
in human history.

Marx documents a passage in his notebook
in which Fraas laments the rapid forest de-
crease in Europe. Fraas argued the only solu-
tion was to regulate the speed of
deforestation as much as possible: 

“Civilised states with dense population in-
evitably need to add artificial constructions
to meadow and forest that damage nature, re-
place forests with fields for farming, dry out
swamps and marshes, and burn peat and
forests that sustain humidity. In short, with-
out such supports civilised societies cannot
be what they are. However, without actual
necessity such changes of the state of nature
should never be carried out.…

“That is, trees in mountain areas should
never be cut down without the highest neces-
sity because they are most influential.” 

Marx was sufficiently influenced by Fraas
to modify the second edition of Capital pub-
lished in 1872-73. Liebig was still praised:
“His historical overview of the history of
agriculture, although not free from gross er-
rors, contains flashes of insight.” However
Marx deleted the statement that Liebig was
more insightful “than all the works of mod-
ern political economists put together.”
Though Marx continued to praise

Liebig’s contribution, the tone definitely
became more sober. His engagement with
Fraas had opened a wider vista.
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By Misha Zubrowski

Paul Vernadsky (Solidarity 520 bit.ly/marx-
e) wrote a valuable article on Marx and the
environment, and a review of a book on
the same topic. I want to pick up on one
point.

“Similarly, Engels is sometimes accused of
rejecting the second law of thermodynamics
in the course of an argument with scientists
over the heat death hypothesis. William
Thomson (later Lord Kelvin) had supported
the latter claim to justify the role of God in
the universe. Engels rejected the role of a
deity on materialist grounds, while accepting
that entropy was a feature of the universe.
Latter day scientists agree with Engels: energy
dissipation continues but the universe expands at
a faster rate, meaning the universe is getting fur-
ther away from thermal equilibrium.” (emphasis
added)

Not so.
The heat death hypothesis is a theory about

the ultimate fate – or one possible fate — of
the universe. On this theory, the universe will
asymptotically evolve to a state of thermal
equilibrium; entropy reaches a maximum, so
entropy-increasing processes are ceased;
there is no thermodynamic free energy.

Suppose I have a bath, with a divider: X
molecules of scalding hot liquid on one side,
and another X molecules of the same liquid,
but cold, on the other; 2X altogether. I then
remove the divider.

At this point, the liquid not in thermal
equilibrium: one half is at a considerably
higher temperature than the other. As a re-
sult, thermal energy — heat — is flowing
from the hotter to the colder side; through
conduction, through mixing and convection,
and to some extent through radiation.
Through this process it is moving closer to-
wards all the fluid being the same tepid tem-
perature, towards thermal equilibration.

Entropy can be taken as an expression of
the number of different microscopic configu-
rations that are consistent with a given
macroscopic configuration. 

Compare a single macroscopic configura-
tion of liquid at the beginning, half-hot, half-
cold; to a macroscopic configuration of the
liquid when it has become constant temper-
ature. In the first situation there are a lower
number of possible microscopic configura-
tions. Any of the (approximately) X mole-

cules with an amount of kinetic energy which
means it is very hot could be (approximately)
anywhere within one half of the bath; and
conversely for the other (approximately) X
molecules.

At the end, when constant temperature,
any of the 2X molecules could be anywhere
within the bath; a higher number of possible
microscopic configurations. 

At this point no net thermal energy flows.
The system has reached maximum entropy,
and this liquid is in thermal equilibrium.

Suppose this bath-liquid system was iso-
lated, was the whole universe. It would, at
this tepid end state, have undergone “heat
death”. (It need not be cooled down to the
temperature “absolute zero”.) Entropy never
decreases. An isolated uniformly tepid bath
never separates into a bath of two halves, re-
gressing to our lower-entropy beginning
state. So this liquid universe, after this “heat
death”, remains unchanged. Nothing inter-
esting ever occurs.

If you leave most human-scale closed sys-
tems for a long enough time you expect them
to reach thermal equilibrium. On the scale of
the universe, however, gravity, and the uni-
verse’s expansion complicate matters a lot –
to name just two factors.

Gravitational bound systems do not tend
towards simple thermal equilibrium. Unlike
our liquid universe, something like our solar
system, where gravity is a major factor, does-
n’t tend towards being evenly distributed. It
naturally “clumps” into the sun and planets,
which orbit the sun. This cuts against thermal
equilibrium.

However, the expansion of the universe
cuts in the opposite direction. How exactly
the universe will evolve in that respect is de-
pendent on features currently unknown: its
curvature (open, flat, or closed), and the exact
proportion of “dark energy”. Dark energy
can fuel the expansion — indeed accelerated
expansion — of the universe. Current evi-
dence suggests that our universe is accelerat-
ing in its expansion, and will continue to,
rather than slowing down and re-collapsing
to a “Big Crunch”.

If this is indeed the case, a “heat death”
may be expected to occur as the universe is
spread more and more thinly, and energy
continues to dissipate. 

The expansion of the universe is bringing
it towards thermal equilibrium faster than it
would otherwise — not the reverse. Expan-
sion leads to cooling. It also means that mat-
ter and energy being radiated – in the end,
probably, the evaporation of black holes via
Hawking radiation – will interact again at a

lower rate.
With this, comes less of the interesting stuff

– stars and the like – which make up our cur-
rent universe, and which cut against thermal
equilibration.

It is true that a different ultimate fate, cur-
rently on the table, is a “Big Rip”. In this sce-
nario, the universe will still progress towards
thermal equilibrium. However, the uni-
verse’s expansion at some point will tear
apart even space-time itself.

There are other mechanisms and factors,
such as spontaneous quantum fluctuations
creating “zero-point energy”, which compli-
cate the picture further.

Nonetheless, heat death of some form is
still on the table.

ENGELS
Much of this, of course, couldn’t be
known at the time of Engels. He died be-
fore the big bang and the universe’s ex-
pansion were theorised, let alone its
acceleration, most of modern cosmology,
or quantum physics.

In a non-expanding universe of his day, the
heat death hypothesis held a lot less water.

Engel’s scepticism is certainly not a reason
for suggesting — as some critics have,
through selective misreading — that Engels
didn’t believe in entropy, or that his science
is not valid.

In many ways, the heat deaths discussed in
Engels’ time and today are actually different
propositions. Indeed, it could reasonably be
argued that the term “heat death” oversim-
plifies and obscures the details more than it
clarifies.

One interpretation, likely the best, and cer-
tainly the most favourable, is that Engels’
was arguing less against the heat death hy-
pothesis and more against theological con-
cerns which were justifying or prompting
this hypothesis. 

These theological concerns were for a “first
cause” of the universe, an external impetus
— by god — and a “final cause”, “telos”, or
“purpose”, which the universe is inexorably
progressing towards. A heat death fitted
these concerns. Engels was, of course, right
to reject these theological impetuses or justi-
fications for scientific conclusions. Nowa-
days, thankfully, a materialist approach to
natural science is ubiquitous.

Foster (2008 bit.ly/jbf-thermo) argues that
Engels aimed for a dialectic approach to nat-
ural philosophy, akin to that of the ancient
“Greek philosophers [for whom] the world
was essentially something that had emerged
from chaos, something that had developed,

that had come into being.” (Engels,
bit.ly/MECW-25) Engels contrasted this to
his contemporary Newtonian mechanism
which “everywhere... sought and found its
ultimate cause in an impulse from outside
[God] that was not to be explained from na-
ture itself.”

Some fringe contemporary Marxists, influ-
enced by Ted Grant and Alan Woods, take
what they understand as a dialectical ap-
proach too far, and reject the big bang. I
doubt Engels would have been that dog-
matic, or that stupid. 

Unlike Engels’ general approach, they see
calling into question of this scientific near-
consensus akin to challenging “the modern
equivalent of the old religious dogma of the
creation of the world from nothing.”

As Foster (2008) notes, when considering
entropy:

“Marx and Engels kept abreast of the nat-
ural–scientific literature and did not dispute
the conclusions of natural — scientific re-
search where there was an actual scientific
consensus — although they did raise ques-
tions about what appeared to be incomplete,
inconclusive, partial, and contradictory re-
sults.”

This perspective is even more vital today.
Scientific understanding and research has
been undergoing a continuous exponential
explosion since Engels’ time and before. With
the field of cosmology maturing, the depth
and breadth of an individual needs to be-
come familiar with before they can engage
critically and usefully with the cutting edge
on these questions is probably greater.

The big bang theory does not preclude dis-
cussion of what caused the big bang, and in-
deed theories have been postulated. It
certainly does not attempt to shoe-horn in re-
ligious concerns, acts by god, into the begin-
ning or end of our universe.

I would not suggest that the big bang the-
ory is infallible. Likely, in the not too distant
future, most of our contemporary cosmology,
and physics more broadly, will be considered
false. The big bang theory may be replaced,
or subsumed within more comprehensive
models. And details of it are and should cer-
tainly be questioned, such as the models used
for the first fraction of a nanosecond after the
big bang itself.
Natural science is constantly evolving.

We should engage with it and critically en-
gage with it. Sometimes it does, or
should, mean rethinking, renewing, re-
making our world-view or our approach to
natural philosophy; rather than the other
way around.

FEATURE More online at www.workersliberty.org
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The left and the election
By Martin Thomas

On 29 October Labour for a Socialist Eu-
rope is meeting to discuss its plans, in-
cluding plans to organise an
internationalist-left profile within the
Labour campaign in the general election
likely to come soon.

A basic leaflet is being printed, and an
L4SE video has been produced. Other mate-
rials being discussed include:

• short “position papers” or “explainers”
on a range of issues, to be available on the
website and printable in short runs or from
pdfs for street stalls and hand-to-hand use:
Green New Deal, public ownership, union
rights, etc.

• posters
• stickers
• tote bags
Everything is limited by funds — no mil-

lionaire donations here! — so a GoFundMe
crowdfunding operation will soon be online.

The prime vehicle for the L4SE materials
will probably be street or campus stalls. Offi-
cial Labour campaigns rarely do such stalls,
so there’s no cross-cutting or clash there.

Activists on the stalls will distribute
leaflets, seek discussions, try to persuade
sympathetic people to take bundles of leaflets
to put round in their workplaces, or (on cam-
pus) in their lectures and seminars, or among
their friends and neighbours.

There is no difficulty here with laws on
election campaign funding. So long as the
L4SE material does not mention individual
parliamentary candidates, and so long as the
budget remains limited (no problem, sadly!),
its circulation does not bother the Electoral
Commission.

There is also no reason why activists
should not take the L4SE materials with
them, as supplementary materials, when
they join in official Labour canvassing and
leafleting.

Our political purpose is not to cajole Re-
mainers into voting Labour by “spinning”
Labour policy in as pro-Remain a sense as we
can. We want people to vote Labour, but we
want to convince them by honest argument
and by saying straightforwardly what we
think on all the big issues.

And we want to use the heightened politi-
cal attention during the election campaign to
continue what we do outside election time:
namely, to build an internationalist left pres-
ence within the labour movement, and draw
in new activists for that.

We want to come out of the election period
better prepared, equipped, educated, and or-
ganised for the battles ahead.

Two experiences from a long while back
offer us instructive lessons.

In 1978-9 our forerunners, then organised
around the paper Workers’ Action, were cen-
tral to an effort in the May 1979 general elec-
tion called the “Socialist Campaign for a
Labour Victory”.

The formula for the campaign was worked
out piecemeal and with some improvisation.
Back in 1977 there was talk of a sizeable left-
of-Labour electoral slate for the general elec-
tion which had to be held by 1979. Most left
activists in those days were outside Labour.

Among both them and Labour leftists there
was anger against the social-cutting, wage-
curbing Labour government.

We discussed if we could get involved with
that possible left-of-Labour campaign. Even-
tually we decided that wasn’t viable. We had
to stick to our activity within Labour. (And in
fact, the left-of-Labour effort at the 1979 gen-
eral election was weak).

But we couldn’t relapse into just repeating
a generic slogan like “vote Labour and pre-
pare to fight” and muttering our radical crit-
icisms to the few people within earshot.

We decided to launch a specific campaign
to agitate for socialist policies, and for the
idea of organising for such politics within the
labour movement against the Labour leader-
ship, coupled with a Labour vote against
Thatcher’s menacing Tories.

At first we thought this would be essen-
tially just us and a few sympathisers, shout-
ing as loud as we could, but still not very
loud.

But the idea took off. The “Chartist” group
(forerunners both of today’s Chartist maga-
zine and of Labour Briefing, but then Trotsky-
ists within the Labour Party) came in on it,
and did useful work (while also debating and
disputing with us, within the project, about
many issues: the EU, local government pol-
icy, more).

Ken Livingstone (then a local left Labour
councillor: this was before his period of asso-
ciation with the “Healyite” WRP), Ted
Knight, Jeremy Corbyn, Reg Race (then a rad-
ical Labour leftist, though he later moved to
the right) came in on it.

In an interview for the magazine Interna-
tional Communist. John O’Mahony [Sean
Matgamna] described it:

“Broad forces from many different sources
and many different tendencies are involved.
I think that’s an indication of a felt need for
such a campaign; in the run-up to the election
people are feeling that they shouldn’t just
passively go along with the smug right-wing
propaganda, nor should they go along with
the line that the Tories are so bad that we

must forgive the right wing Labourites —
who have actually been better Tories from the
point of view of the bosses than the Tories
themselves could have been, over the last
four years.

“We’ve found a formula for combining the
struggle for our politics, for class struggle
politics, with a drive to keep the Tories out.
The campaign challenges the monopoly of
the right wing...

“We already have at least one constituency
party [it would eventually be six] that will be
campaigning in the elections on our politics,
in a sort of parallel election campaign to the
official Labour Party.

“The campaign is also a means of prevent-
ing the cessation of.discussion of working-
class politics in the period up to the election.
It prepares for a fightback, and that fightback
will be necessary if Labour wins just as if the
Tories win.

“The campaign enables us to politicise the
labour movement side of the election cam-
paign, in a way that would not be possible if
we had to accept the monopoly of the right
wing leadership, which of course is accepted
by the do-nothing... pseudo-left”.

Back then, central control over con-
stituency Labour Party campaigning was
much less tight than it is now and has been
in recent decades. But in the main the activity
of the “Socialist Campaign for a Labour Vic-
tory” (SCLV) was the same as what we can
do today. In different circumstances — it was
the 1970s, and the left was bigger, younger,
and more active — but similar activity.

The SCLV impressed and enthused a wide
circle on the Labour left beyond those who
directly took part.

In the run-up to the next general election,
in June 1983, some of them set about trying
to do something similar on a bigger scale.

It looked good. We threw our efforts into
backing it, and emphasised a “broad” and
not-too-polemical attitude. We counselled
caution to comrades who we thought might
push too “sectarian” and sharp an attitude.

We miscalculated. The dampen-down-the-
polemics approach is sometimes good. Not
in that case. The new effort, “Socialists for a
Labour Victory” (SLV), flopped.

We examined why in a round-table discus-
sion with Andy Harris, Rachel Lever, and
John Bloxam, members of the SLV committee,
published in Socialist Organiser 139, 2 July
1983.

As we reported: “On 7 March ‘Socialists for
a Labour Victory’ was set up at a large, en-
thusiastic meeting in London.

“Ernie Roberts, Jo Richardson and Joan
Maynard [all then left Labour MPs] were
there, and Tony Benn and Dennis Skinner
sent apologies; Nigel Williamson was there
from Tribune [then much more left-wing than
later], Ken Livingstone and Dave Wetzel,
from the Greater London Council; Peter
Tatchell from Bermondsey; and a number of
comrades from London Labour Briefing and
the left wing of the Campaign for Labour
Party Democracy.

“The plan was the SLV would provide an
alternative voice for the Left — to make sure
the radical policies passed by Labour confer-
ence were put across loudly, clearly, and vig-
orously in the election campaign”.

What went wrong? Rachel Lever said: “All
the SLV was doing was producing slightly
better leaflets than came out of [Labour Party
HQ at] Walworth Rd — or sometimes slightly
worse ones!”

John Bloxam explained: “There were two
approaches in the SLV: one to see it just as a
ginger group to get the best manifesto possi-
ble, the other to see it more as an outward-
looking campaign. Those who saw it as a
ginger group won out — mostly by inertia”.

The reason was not that the SLV secre-
taries, Andy Harris and Mandy Moore, were
sell-outs. Not at all. Not that we had been ex-
cluded from the SLV committee. We hadn’t.

Not that the Labour left was weaker. It was
much stronger than in 1979.

Not even that the official Labour manifesto
in 1983 was more left-wing than in 1979, and
people saw the official campaign as ade-
quate. The official campaign was a mess,
with top Labour leaders openly disavowing
the manifesto.

There was great scope for an autonomous
left-wing campaign, basing itself on the more
left-wing policies adopted by Labour since
1979.

SLV was less broad than SCLV, in activity,
paradoxically, because it was less “narrow”
in politics — less sharp, less feisty, less will-
ing to stake out cutting-edge positions.

Activists are roused to go out and agitate
only when they feel that they have a message
of burning urgency, one on which no equiv-
ocations or halfway versions will do.
We have such a message now, in this

“Brexit election” and with a string of rela-
tively well-known left policies to fight on.
Let’s go with it!
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Is there a parliamentary
road to socialism?
AWL London forum

Reformist socialism? Who is there, who
could there be, who would hold to such
a doctrine today?

As a positive scheme for a society of free
and democratic cooperation, rather than as
a negative reluctance to see working-class
struggle rise too high?

Labour’s 2017 manifesto was a refresh-
ing break from New Labour. But it did not
propose to replace a society of the rich Few
and the hard-up Many by equality. It pro-
posed only to take a little from those Few
to alleviate the Many.

And, unlike some reformist-socialist
platforms of earlier times, it sketched no
process through which an accumulation of
piecemeal measures like those it proposed
would eventually bring an equal and un-
exploitative society.

The big-business class will never wait
quietly while socialists win a majority in
Parliament and carry out our measures,
shaking hands with us as we expropriate
them and congratulating us on a good
clean fight.

Few active socialists believe it will.
Many, however, hesitate at the stark alter-
native of committing themselves to revolu-
tionary socialism.
This forum will examine the old ques-

tion of reform or revolution and what
role reform, the Labour Party and parlia-
ment might play on the road to social-
ism.

• 7:30pm, Thursday 21st November; 
Indian YMCA, 41 Fitzroy Square, Lon-
don, W1T 6AQ

This pamphlet summarises our arguments
on Brexit, Europe, international solidarity,
free movement, immigration, and how to
build socialist politics cross-borders.

40 pages A4. Cover price £4. With postage
— non-UK £6, UK £5. Cheaper in bulk.

• Buy online at bit.ly/r-rebel



Solidarity lessons from the seventies
By Pete Boggs

When Avon jet engines being re-
furbished for use by the Chilean
air force came into the workshop
at the Rolls Royce factory in East
Kilbride, Scotland, from 1974,
workers there decided to refuse
work on them.

The Chile solidarity movement
in Britain celebrated this action as
exemplary, and it is the subject of
the 2018 documentary Nae Pasaran.
Eventually, due to downwards
pressure, not only from their
bosses, but also the Labour govern-
ment and the trade union bureau-
cracy, the workers were forced to
end the boycott. But even then they
loosely fitted together the bolts in
the engines loosely, and stored
them outside without corrosion
protection.

The Communist Party of Great
Britain, then a sizeable force, was
influential among those Rolls
Royce workers. The workers had
passed a motion of solidarity with
the resistance to Chile’s coup.

Chile had often been described as
the “Britain of Latin America” due
to its relative stability: it had had
more or less stable parliamentary
government since 1833. Yet after
three years of Salvador Allende’s
reforming government which
found its base of support in the
labour movement, the military and
security forces of the country car-
ried out a coup in September 1973.

General Augusto Pinochet took
over at the head of a military junta.
Within months thousands of leftists
and labour movement activists had
been murdered.

Many other British workers be-
sides those at Rolls Royce made ef-
forts to hamper the Chilean
military government and show sol-
idarity with the resistance. They in-
cluded engineers, miners, dockers,
printers, teachers, and more. 

In Liverpool dockers announced
a boycott of all goods to and from
Chile starting in the month of the
coup. It was far from universal in
practice, but was upheld on a num-
ber of occasions. They held a ship
carrying Chilean fruit in port for
ten days, and in April 1978 refused
to unload any Chilean food at all.

They also protected a Chilean
sailor, Ernesto Andrade, who
jumped overboard in Liverpool
docks. He was the shop-steward on
the boat and after a dispute on
board was told he’d be handed in
to the police when they returned to
Chile.

The dockers campaigned for his
right to stay in Britain, and success-
fully stopped his deportation.

Outside of Liverpool, dockers
took action to boycott Chilean trade
or to help stowaways in Heysham,
Newhaven, Southampton, Felixs-
towe and London. Northampton
lorry drivers displayed “No Truck
with Chile” stickers on their cabs
and often refused loads from Liver-
pool docks. 

Transport workers in Scotland
worked with the engineers in East
Kilbride to support their action

around the Chilean jet engines.
Some attempts failed. The Chile

Solidarity Campaign attempted un-
successfully to convince workers in
Crawley to refuse work on naviga-
tional equipment for the military
government, and dockers in
Greenock building two submarines
for the Chilean navy voted to ig-
nore the decision of their national
union to boycott this work.

Other much smaller scale action
in workplaces did take place across
the country, with workers putting
pressure on their bosses to find al-
ternative suppliers than Chile for
industrial products such as copper,
or for the fruit in their canteens.

The Chile Solidarity Campaign
(CSC) carried out some genuinely
inspiring work as part of their cam-
paigning. However, the history also
shows some examples of how con-
servative forces within the labour
movement such as the trade union
bureaucracies, the leadership of the
Labour Party, and the Moscow-
aligned Communist Party can as-
phyxiate movements on their way
to becoming something more mili-
tant.

The CPGB [Communist Party of
Great Britain] were the biggest
force within the campaign. In the
name of “non-sectarianism” they
castigated those to their left and
bashed them over the head with
the “unity stick”. For instance,
Mike Gatehouse (a full-time organ-
iser for CSC and a CPGB member)
condemned a motion brought to
the Executive Committee by the
Militant-dominated Labour Party
Young Socialists which called for
the campaign to orient towards
working class forces in Chile. That
would be “sectarian”.

LABOUR
Labour was in government from
February 1974 to May 1979, cov-
ering the time when most of the
workers’ actions in solidarity
with Chile took place. 

The Labour government put
some pressure on the military junta
by refusing requests to renegotiate

the Chilean government’s debt and
withdrawing the British Ambassa-
dor in 1975, but those actions were
weak.

They still put no pressure on the
Chilean government for repayment
of the debt, and the ambassador
was not withdrawn when Labour
came into government, when
Pinochet was murdering and re-
pressing workers en masse, but
only later, following the public out-
cry at the torture of a British aid
worker.

SANCTIONS
The Labour government fulfilled
and delivered the order of two
submarines for Chile, and re-
fused to put sanctions on copper
imports from Chile. 

They demanded that the Rolls
Royce engineers continue work on
the jet engines, and defended the
decision of the Hamilton Sheriff
Court in Scotland which ruled that
the engines were the property of
Chile and that the engineers could
be jailed for continuing action
against them.

The workers in East Kilbride
were also hampered by the leader-
ship of their own union, the Amal-
gamated Union of Engineering
Workers (a forerunner of Unite).

The AUEW NEC member for
Scotland was the right-winger John
Boyd, and he successfully con-
vinced the National Executive
Committee to tell the Rolls Royce
workers to work on the engines. He
brought the leading shop stewards
to Brighton in order to chastise
them for going public with the boy-
cott before it had been approved.

In the meeting Boyd said that the
AUEW executive had been spoken
to about Chile by the Labour gov-
ernment, and that throughout all of
this the Rolls Royce company had
behaved incredibly well (!).

Yet the CPGB-led CSC merely
said euphemistically that “pressure
had been exerted” on the workers,
and made no attempt to convince
the workers to defy these orders
and condemn the bureaucrats.

They had calculated that the money
and support given to the campaign
by the AUEW on a national level
was of more value than the militant
action being taken by workers con-
vinced of the need to fight against
the junta. The AUEW was then led
by Hugh Scanlon, later Lord Scan-
lon, but at the time still a notable
“Labour left” courted by the CPGB.

This history includes stories of
real bravery and conviction. The ac-
tions were far from meaningless.
They were not being widespread
enough to bring crushing pressure
to bear on Pinochet, but the work-
ing class resistance in Chile saw
these actions in Britain (and across
the world) and was given confi-
dence by them.

Due to the junta’s desire to por-
tray themselves as besieged by the
rest of the world, many of the soli-
darity actions were actually re-
ported in the regime press, as the
“international Marxist conspiracy
against our fatherland”.

We should celebrating those sto-
ries, alongside other cases of work-
ers using their power for
international solidarity, such as in
1920 when dockers in East London
refused to work ships taking arms
to Poland to fight against Soviet
Russia, or in 2003 when Scottish
train drivers took wildcat action to
refuse to transport military sup-
plies to be used in Iraq.

The question that will increas-
ingly come to dominate all of our
lives in the coming years is climate
change, and it is our class, the
working class, which has the power
and drive to save our planet. Work-
ers’ Liberty is currently building for
workers to take part in the growing
climate movement and particularly
the monthly walkouts — in fact, to
take action in solidarity with the
whole of future humanity.
The movement in Britain

against Pinochet’s government
provides us some examples of
how we can do develop solidar-
ity in our capacity as workers,
and warns us of some of the
challenges we will face.

@workerslibertyWorkers’ LibertyMore online at www.workersliberty.org

Today one class, the working
class, lives by selling its labour
power to another, the capitalist
class, which owns the means of
production. 
The capitalists’ control over the

economy and their relentless drive

to increase their wealth causes

poverty, unemployment, the

blighting of lives by overwork,

imperialism, the destruction of the

environment and much else.

Against the accumulated wealth

and power of the capitalists, the

working class must unite to

struggle against capitalist power

in the workplace and in wider

society.

The Alliance for Workers’

Liberty wants socialist revolution:

collective ownership of industry

and services, workers’ control,

and a democracy much fuller than

the present system, with elected

representatives recallable at any

time and an end to bureaucrats’

and managers’ privileges.

We fight for trade unions and

the Labour Party to break with

“social partnership” with the

bosses and to militantly assert

working-class interests.

In workplaces, trade unions,
and Labour organisations;
among students; in local
campaigns; on the left and in
wider political alliances we
stand for:

• Independent working-class

representation in politics.

• A workers’ government,

based on and accountable to the

labour movement.

• A workers’ charter of trade

union rights — to organise, to

strike, to picket effectively, and to

take solidarity action.

• Taxation of the rich to fund

decent public services, homes,

education and jobs for all.

• A workers’ movement that

fights all forms of oppression. Full

equality for women, and social

provision to free women from

domestic labour. For reproductive

justice: free abortion on demand;

the right to choose when and

whether to have children. Full

equality for lesbian, gay, bisexual

and transgender people. Black

and white workers’ unity against

racism.

• Open borders.

• Global solidarity against

global capital — workers

everywhere have more in

common with each other than

with their capitalist or Stalinist

rulers.

• Democracy at every level of

society, from the smallest

workplace or community to global

social organisation.

• Equal rights for all nations,

against imperialists and predators

big and small.

• Maximum left unity in action,

and openness in debate.

If you agree with us, please
take some copies of Solidarity
to sell — and join us!

Where we
stand
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By Jay Dawkey

Tube union RMT has begun bal-
loting outsourced cleaners on
London Underground for strikes.
The ballot commenced on 28
October and will run until 19 No-
vember. 

The strikes aim to win free travel
passes for cleaners; company sick
pay; and improved holiday and
pension entitlements. The RMT’s
Bakerloo Line branch has passed a
resolution calling on the union to
ensure maximum financial support
for the dispute, including via full
strike pay. 

RMT reps for directly-employed
London Underground staff will
meet on 7 November to discuss
LU’s latest pay offer, which pro-
poses a four-year deal including a
one-hour reduction in the working
week over the life of the deal,
equating to six additional days off
per year. LU proposes to pay for
this by offering lower pay in-
creases, of 1.4%, in years two and
four.

Rank-and-file bulletin Tubeworker
wrote: “Our demand is for a 32-
hour week. We should be aiming
for something more like an addi-
tional rest day every week, not one
every two months! We also can’t ac-
cept pay increases of 1.4% which
are likely to be below inflation.

“[We have] been arguing for
some time that our unions should
have launched ballots for action.
LU is not going to make meaning-
ful concessions except under the
pressure of action, so why the
delay?”

Meanwhile, RMT is planning a
ballot of London Overground
workers to resist a planned cut in
ticket office opening hours. A union
and community campaign defeated
a previous proposal to close ticket
offices entirely, but London Over-
ground bosses are now seeking to
radically reduce opening hours. An
RMT statement said:

“The proposals equate to a cut in
hours of over 65% across the Over-
ground. Many stations are facing
cuts in hours of over 80%.

“If these cuts go ahead, and
many ticket offices are closed for
large parts of the day, RMT is con-
cerned that:

• Stations will become less safe,
secure and accessible.

• Passengers will not be able to
access all ticket types and services
at a machine. 

• Many people, including some

elderly and disabled passengers,
would struggle to purchase tickets
and get advice.

• It will be easier for London
Overground to close more ticket of-
fices and reduce staffing even fur-
ther in the future.”
The timetable for the ballot has

yet to be announced. 

Tube cleaners ballot for strikes

By Ollie Moore

Outsourced workers at St.
Mary’s Hospital in Paddington,
London, are striking on 28, 29,
and 31 October. 

They are demanding greater
equality of pay and conditions with

directly-employed NHS staff. The
workers are employed by Sodexo. 

A statement from their union,
United Voices of the World, said:
“In 2018 alone Sodexo turned a
profit of 997 million euros.
Sodexo’s contract with Imperial al-
lowed its former CEO, Michel Lan-
del to enjoy obscene executive pay

totalling nearly a million pounds a
year and annual bonuses of up to
200% of his salary. 
Sodexo and St Mary’s can af-

ford to pay our workers in line
with NHS rates and we urge
them to do so — otherwise the
strikes will continue indefinitely.”

The ongoing chaos around
Brexit is having many detri-
mental impacts on PCS mem-
bers’ working lives.

In Stratford DWP, hundreds of
workers have been temporarily
reallocated to Brexit-related work
on behalf of the Department for
Environment, Food, and Rural
Affairs (Defra). Members have
said they want to ballot over this.

The concern is that DWP is
looking to move work outside of
London, where they don’t have
to pay London weighting, so
workers are worried that they
might not get their DWP work
back after the Defra project is fin-
ished.

The union will be submitting a
pay claim to the government de-
manding that civil servants who
are doing Brexit-related work are
all paid the same high wages.
Your money should not be deter-
mined by the department you
work in.

Our members in the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office em-
ployed by the outsourced con-
tractor Interserve have recently
reballoted, returning a 100% vote
for further industrial action on an
83% turnout. Those workers will
strike again on 7, 8, 11, and 12
November.

We are also looking to spread
the dispute involving outsourced
cleaners in HMRC, currently lo-
calised in Merseyside officers, to
other parts of HMRC nationally.

The recent victories at BEIS will
hopefully embolden other out-
sourced workers in the civil serv-
ice to fight for greater equality.

With a possible general elec-
tion looming, PCS recently af-
firmed that it will campaign for a
Labour vote in England and
Wales.
The position in Scotland is

slightly more complex, but we
will also be explaining to mem-
bers there why the union be-
lieves putting a Labour
government into power in
Westminster is in the best in-
terests of all PCS members na-
tionally.

• John Moloney is Assistant Gen-
eral Secretary of PCS, writing
here in a personal capacity.

John
Moloney

Pay claim for
Brexit work
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Hospital workers strike for equality

McDonald’s
workers to
strike
By Ollie Moore

Workers at six London McDon-
ald’s stores will strike on 12
November.

They are demanding a pay in-
crease to £15/hour; the choice of
guaranteed hours of up to 40
hours a week; notice of shifts four
weeks in advance; recognition of
the Bakers Food and Allied
Workers’ Union; and to be
treated with respect and dignity
at work. 

Workers at stores in Penge,
Wandsworth Town, Downham,
Balham, Deptford, Catford and
Crayford will join other McDon-
ald’s workers across the world in
taking action. 
This is part of a of a global

day of action called by the In-
ternational Union of Food
workers, a global federation of
unions organising food work-
ers.

Postal workers plan strikes
By Darren Bedford

Postal workers are discussing
the timing of potential strikes,
likely aimed at disrupting “Black
Friday” retail deliveries on Friday
29 November, and/or Christmas
post, after the Communication
Workers Union (CWU) strike bal-
lot returned a 97% majority for
action on a 76% turnout. 

The CWU’s Head of Communi-

cations Chris Webb, in an article for
Tribune magazine discussing the
successful ballot result, wrote:
“Most crucial of all were our 1,250
workplace meetings. 

“The explosive combination of
the workplace meetings being
posted on social media created a
competitive feeling in our member-
ship across the UK. 150 members
lined up to post their ballots in
Warrington, then this was beaten

by 200 in Croydon.
“Dancing postal workers in Ply-

mouth were pipped by spiderman
posting his vote in Cumbria. No-
body wanted to be left out as mem-
bers literally queued all over the
nation to cast their vote.”
Mediation between Royal Mail

and the CWU, which prior agree-
ments require to take place be-
fore industrial action is named, is
ongoing. 



Solidarity
For a workers’ government

By Ben Tausz

As the news broke on Wednes-
day 23 October that 39 people
had died in a refrigerated ship-
ping container while attempting
to reach Britain, the anti-immi-
gration spin machine sprang
into action.

Taking to the press, they insisted
that the tragedy must be laid en-
tirely at the feet of the smugglers
and traffickers – and the “lax” bor-
ders enabling them.

The xenophobic Migration
Watch think tank explained that
protecting migrants meant more
deportations and more resources to
tighten the border against migra-
tion. The Mail demanded “added
checks on vehicles entering
Britain”.

The Times invited the racist
Melanie Phillips to shed crocodile
tears while proclaiming “Migrant
deaths prove our borders are inad-
equately policed”.

Riding this wave, Tory Home
Secretary Priti Patel pledged a
“ruthless” crackdown on the “or-
ganised criminals” who she

claimed are the cause of migration.
In reality, ultimate responsibility

for last week’s mass murder – not
to mention the thousands of others
killed during perilous journeys to
Europe and the UK – lies with the
creators and cheerleaders of our
fortress-like border regimes.

Even if it were desirable, it is
simply impossible to effectively
deter or prevent migration. Hu-
mans have always moved and al-
ways will – especially when fleeing
destruction, persecution and im-
miseration, or pursuing hopes of a
better life. When we cannot move
freely and safely, we move riskily.

That these 39 people were will-
ing to get in the back of a refriger-
ated truck, and many more
knowingly put their lives on the
line every day attempting journeys
like the Mediterranean crossing,
testifies to that.

Extraordinary barriers have al-
ready been placed in the way. Safe
and legal routes have been deliber-
ately shut down. Apart from a
handful of desperately limited
schemes, refugees cannot place a
claim for asylum until they have

already reached this country.
Humanitarian rescue missions in

the Mediterranean have faced a
clampdown, and Europe’s land
borders are secured with barbed
wire and police violence. Through
deals like the Khartoum Process,
our governments even pay author-
itarian states and warlords to de-
tain, brutalise and repel migrants
before they reach this continent.

LIVES
At ports and other entry-points,
ever-tightening surveillance and
checks aren’t saving lives.
They’re precisely what push
people into increasingly danger-
ous modes of transport – from
sealing themselves into contain-
ers, to sandwiching themselves
inside the engine compartments
of vans.

Tightening borders can only
drive people further underground
when they need to move, putting
them at the mercy of ever more un-
scrupulous profiteers. 

To put the smugglers and traf-
fickers out of business, the solution
is simple: open the borders and

render them redundant.
After Labour Party conference

voted for the Labour Campaign for
Free Movement’s resolution pledg-
ing a radical shift toward migrant
solidarity, the Labour leadership
should have offered an alternative.
Demanding our borders are more
open, not more closed. Proposing
an unconditional right to family re-
union. Campaigning with allies
across the EU to replace Fortress
Europe with a coordinated policy
of welcome and resettlement.

Instead the Shadow Home Secre-
tary is attempting to face in both
directions. Diane Abbott did con-
demn “the assumption that immi-
grants are a threat” and proposed
“safe and legal routes”.

But at the same time, she has
played along with the right’s “se-
curity” narrative.

Abbott was quick to clarify that
those “safe and legal routes”
would only be for “legal” migrants
and “genuine” refugees. On talk
shows and in Parliament, she
joined calls to further ramp up the
fortification of ports with “thermal
imaging, more border guards” and

demanded post-Brexit EU cooper-
ation – not for resettlement
schemes, but intel-sharing by secu-
rity forces.

When the BBC’s Marr quoted the
conference resolution to “reject any
immigration system based on in-
comes, migrants’ utility to busi-
ness, and number caps/targets”,
Abbott responded bluntly “no”
and emphasised that her policy
would indeed take migrants’ em-
ployment as a factor.

This attempt to appease isn’t just
abdicating Labour’s duty of soli-
darity and the socialist principle of
free movement. It’s also futile. The
pitch is neither harsh enough for
those who want to get “tough on
immigration”, nor does it argue
solidarity clearly enough to begin
changing their minds.
Nye Bevan said that people

who stand in the middle of the
road “get run down”. To win
back hearts and minds from the
anti-immigration right, Labour
will have to consistently cham-
pion solidarity and freedom
without apology, hesitation, or
dilution.
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